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ft THE UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO
DATE:

January 25, 1978

ro: Members of the University Faculty

'"" Anne J. B r o w ~ g University Secretary
ill11Ecr.

February 21 Meeting
The second 1977-78 meeting of the University Faculty will be
held on Tuesday, February 21, at 3:20 p.m. in the Kiva .
At this meeting the Faculty will officially approve those
candidates who completed their degree requirements at the end
of Semester I, as well as the nominations for honorary degree
recipients at the 1978 Commencement Exercises. Nominations
will be made for the 1978-79 Academic Freedom and Tenure
Conunittee, and Professor Green, Chairman of the AF&TC, will
present several proposed changes in the Academic Freedom and
Tenure Policy.
Please plan to attend this important meeting.
AJB/bl
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February 10, 1978
TO:

All Members of the Faculty

FROM:

Anne J. ~ c t i n g Secretary of the university

SUBJECT:

Second 1977-78 Meeting of the University Faculty

The second 1977-78 meeting of the University Faculty will be held
Tuesday, February 21, at 3:20 p.m. i n the Kiva, and the Conunittee
of Five joins me in urging your attendance.
The agenda will include the following items:
1.

Reconunendation of Acting Secretary of the Faculty for balan ce
of 1977-78 -- President Davis.

(pp,.1-4) 2.

Approval of summarized minutes of meeting of September 20.
{Minutes attached)

3.

Memorial Minute for Professor Emeritus Nadene Blackburn -Professor Prouse.

4.

Memorial Minute for Assistant Professor Arch Sonntag -Professor Messer
0
4~ . Mem,r 'o.{ MiA<.cte. ttf""'Mess"oY"£mer1?1-(S fa.wt,...-J.. ~et-1-~- -'Prc,t~>ser 'rf\orf,·~ ·
5. Recommendation of Semester I candidates for degrees -- the
deans of the several schools and colleges.
1

(pp.S-6)6.

Final action concerning amendments of Faculty Constitution
relative to preferential balloting (these changes were ini tially discussed at the September 20 meeting) -- Anne Brown.
{Statement attached)

(P.?)

7.

Replacement on Academic Freedom and Tenure Cormnittee -- Anne
Brown.

8.

Elections and Nominations -- Anne Brown.
a. Election of a Vice Chairman of Voting Faculty for 1977-78.
b. Nominations to fill ten vacancies on the 1978-79 Academic
Freedom and Tenure Cormnittee as follows:
5 regular members for two-year terms and 5 alternates for one-year
terms. {See Faculty Handbook, p. 23)

9.
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10.

Amendments to Faculty Constitution re:
a. Verbatim Minutes -- Anne Brown.
(Statement attached)
b. Secretary o f the Faculty -- Anne Brown.
(Statement attached)

11.

Revisio n of Sections 15 and 21 of Academic Freedom and Tenure
Policy
Professor Green.
(Statements attached)

12.

Report on 1978 Legislative Session -- President Davis.

(p.8)
(p. 9)
(pp.
10-14)

Nominations for honorary degrees at the 1978 Commencement
Exercises -- Professor Anderson for the Honorary Degree
Committee.
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February 21 , 1978
{Summarized Minutes)
The r egular February 21, 1978, meeting of the University Faculty was
called to order by Assistant Provost Jones , with a quorum present .
Upon recommendation by Professor Jones , Anne Brown was elected to fill
the unexpired term of John Durrie as Secretary of the Faculty .
The s ummarized minutes of the meeting of September 20 , 1977, were
approved as distributed.
Professor Jones called upon Professors Pr ouse , Messer, and Martin for
presentation, respectively, of Memorial Minutes for Professor
Emeritus Nadene Blackburn, Assistant Professor Arch Sonntag , and
Professor Emeritus Edward Castetter . These Minutes were approved by
the Faculty in a rising vote, and the Secretary was asked to send
copies to the next of kin .
Reconunendation of candidates for degrees for
were presented by the deans on behalf of the
colleges. Several changes having been noted
Faculty voted to recomrnend the candidates to
awarding of the respective degrees .

Semester I, 1977-78
several schools and
by the deans, the
the Regents for the

As was initially discussed at the September 20 , 1977 meeting, the
following amendments to the Faculty Constitution regarding preferent ial
balloting were approved (new language underscored, deleted language
crossed out) :
Article I, sec. 6(c) (iv) , the first sentence would be
amended to read:
"Elections of all members of the Faculty
Senate shall be held biennially in the spring semester of
the academic year, and shall be conducted by ~ 7eiereseia±
e a±±eeis~ secret ballot . Balloting by the Voting Faculty
f o r those members of the Faculty Senate to be elected at
large shall be conducted by mail •• •• "
Similarly, Article I , Sec. 7(b}, referring to the Academic
Freedom and Tenure committee, would be amended to read:
"Nominations shall be made from the floor at the February
meeting of the Faculty . Election shall be by a mail
~re£ere~~ia~ ballot distributed by the Secretary soon
after the nominatio; meeting and accompanied by bio~raphical
sketches of the nominees, to all members of the Voting
Faculty . "
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Anne Brown reported that Professor Neosha Mackey, an alternate member
of the AF&TC had resigned from the University and, following the
usual procedure, Professor Mack Homestead was elevated to membership on the Committee. This action was confirmed by the Faculty.
Professor Janet Roebuck was elected Vice Chairman of the Voting
Faculty for 1978-79.
The following Faculty members were nominated to fill ten vacancies
on the 1978-79 Academic Freedom & Tenure Committee:
John Campbell (Anthropology)
Robert Campbell (Geography)
Karl Christman (Business and Administrative Sciences)
Marion Cottrell (Civil Engineering)
Sean Daniel (Music)
Joanna de Keyser (Music)
Linda Estes (Health, Physical Education and Recreation)
David Hamilton (Economics)
Vera John-Steiner (Educational Foundations)
Arnold Koschmann (Electrical Engineering & Computer Science)
Wayne Maes (Guidance and counseling)
Nancy Martin (Computing Science)
Charlene McDermott (Philosophy)
Thomas Niemczyk (Chemistry)
David Sanchez (Mathematics and Statistics)
Morton Schoenfeld (Music)
Kenneth Stahl (Pharmacy)
Anne Taylor (Art Education)
Cyrus Varan (Civil Engineering)
Beulah Woodfin (Biochemistry)
James Wright (General Library)
Upon recommendation by Professor Anderson, chairman o~ the Honorary
Degree Committee, and with prior approval of the Comnu.ttee on
Gr~duate Programs and Standards, the Faculty voted to suspend for
this year the rule of awarding only three honorary degrees per year
and approved the following four nominations for honorary degrees at
the May 14 commencement Exercises: Cecil D. Andrus, Secretary of
the Interior Doctor of Laws• Cesar Sepulveda, Ambassador at large
of Mexico, D~ctor of Laws; p~lita Velarde, Indian artist and author,
Doctor of Letters; and Frank waters, author, Doctor of Letters.
Anne Brown, for secretary Emeritus John Durrie, recommended a
change in the Faculty constitution Article I, Sec. 4(b) as follows:
(New language underscored, deleted language crossed out):
"The agenda for University Faculty meetings shal~ be.
prepared by the university Secretary under the direction of
the Committee of Five. A-s€efte~fa~Hef-Re€-a-ffle~ef-ef-€He
Pae~~€y-s8 a~l-~ee~-vefea~iffl-ffliR~€es-ef-s~eH-ffleeE%R~s.

-2-
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The proceedings of each meeting shall be recorded on tape.
Every member of the University Faculty shall receive a
swmnary of the minutes, and the eem~±eee-mieaeee-efta±±-se
epee-ee-ieepee~iee-ay-aey-memse~ - tapes shall - be kept on
file in the Secretary• s Off ice for reference by any member."
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After considerable discussion, by a vote of 39 to 37, the recOIIm1endation.was put on the table to be considered again at the May Faculty
meeting.
Before his retirement, John Durrie suggested changing the last
sentence of Article I, Sec. J(b) of the Faculty Constitution to
read:
"The Voting Faculty shall elect a Vice-Chairman for one year.
The Secretary of the University shall serve as Secretary of the
Faculty." This recommendation was rejected by the Faculty because it
was felt that the Faculty should have the option of electing
its secretary.
Professor Green, for the AF&TC, presented proposed changes in Section
15 & 21 of the Policy on Academic Freedom and Tenure.
The changes in Section 15, were approved as distributed with
the agenda materials.
Ancllllendment to Section 21 (g) was approved as follows:
"If by reason of disqualifications of Committee members under
subsection (f) above, the number of committee members remaining to
hear the particular matter falls below five, the Faculty Committee
on Academic Freedom and Tenure shall be disqualified from hearing
the matter. In that event the Executive Committee of the Faculty
Senate shall draw by lot a number of tenured faculty members
sufficient to bring the qualified membership of the hearing panel
up to five. 11
As thus amended, the changes in Section 21 were approved.
Professor Green also presented a proposed revision of Section 6 of the
Sabbatical Leave Policy. The supporting document for this revision
was mailed to faculty members prior to the meeting.
After considerable discussion a quorum call revealed that a quorum
was not present. This item will be discussed again at the May meeting.
The meeting adjourned at 5:34 p.m.

~w=~

Respectfully submitted

Anne J. Brown

-.3-

THE UNIVERSI~Y OF NEW MEXICO
FACULTY MEETING
February 21 , 1978
The Febr uary 21 , 1978 , meeting of the University
Faculty convened in the Kiva at 3 : 32 p . m., and was called
to order by As s istant Pr ovost Joel Jones , with a quorum
present .
DEAN JONES

May we come to order ?

The p r e sident is in Santa Fe doing last minute
notes o n his presentation , whi ch he probably will not
make this afternoon , on the wr ap- up on the legislative
session . The provost is in Denver attending an N. S . F .
conference .
Tony Hillerman has the flu . And custodians ,
quite under standably , charge overtime for this kind of
activity , so I will try to conduct today ' s meeting .
Fir st item on the agenda -- obviously one of the
most important functions of the institution - - is to get
your concur rence with the recommended approval of Anne
Brown , as the acting secretary of the Faculty for the
balance of this academic year .
PROFESSOR GREEN

So move<l .

(Several seconds . )
JONES
Any comment , any discussion?
favor . Opposed .

All those in

The motion is ca r ried .
Second item is the approval of the summarized
minutes of the meeting of September 20th . Minutes were
attached and distributed . Any corrections or comments?
PROFESSOR PROUSE
JONES

Move approved .

Moved.

(Seconded . }
JONES

All those in favor .

Opposed .

l
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Motion is carried.
Now, I would like to call now on Professor Prouse
to read a memorial minute for Professor Blackburn.
PROUSE
Nadene Simon Blackburn, Professor
Emeritus of Theatre Arts, died suddenly on September 19th,
1977 , at the age of fifty-five. She had taken early
retirement only four months earlier upon the completion
of thirty years of devoted service to the University of
New Mexico.
Nadene Blackburn was born and raised in the State
of Washington. She received her bachelor of arts degree
in drama from Eastern Washington College of Education in
1944, taught at Vancouver Junior High School, and then
went to Northwestern University to complete her master's
degree in theatre production in 1946 . She became the
third faculty member of U. N.M . 's Department of Drama in
that same year.
In the following thirty years , Nadene compiled an
outstanding record of service as a teacher, theatre
artist , member of universitywide committees , and leader
in her profession . She taught classes in a wide range
of theatre a r t s subjects , with special emphases upon
stage lighting design and technology , theatre history,
and makeup. She served in a major production design
capacity for more than one hundred twenty-five mainstage
departmental productions , as well as countless student
and wor kshop productions.
She served as acting chairman
of the department in 1970-71; was assistant dean of the
College of Fine Arts from 1 972-74; and served as a
member of the fi r st U.N.M. Faculty Senate until her
retirement .
Among her many outstanding recent contributions
to the department and the university was her work in
supervising the myriad details connected with the construction and equipping of the new Fine Arts Theatre
Complex~ Her many activities over the years in regional
and national professional and educational theatre
organization s culminated in her election in 1974 as
Pre sident of the Southwest Theatre Conference, and her
se~vice on the National Board of Directors of the American
Theatre Association as chief regional officer of Region VI
covering New Mexico , Oklahoma , Texas , Arkansas , and

Memorial
Minute for
Nadene
Blackburn
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Louisiana. Her contributions to the Albuquerque and
New Mexico communities were extensive; over the years
she provided the most cooperative and cordial assistance
on problems of lighting, costuming, and makeup to
countless schools and a wide array of civic organizations that requested it.
Nadene was a warm and dynamic human being whose
laughter echoes in the memories of us all. She was
devoted to the welfare and learning of her students;
she was enthusiastically dedicated to the improvement of
her department and the University of New Mexico ; and she
worked constantly to follow the highest traditions of
the theatrical profession and art.
The rapidity with which contributions have come
to the Greater U.N.M. Fund for the Nadene Blackburn
Memorial Scholarship attests strongly to the high regard
in which she is held by her former students and professional colleagues all over the world.
Mr . Chairman, I move that this memorial minute be
adopted by the Faculty , and that the secretary be
instructed to send a copy to Professor Blackburn's mother,
her two sisters, her two daughters, and her son.
JONES
It has been moved that the memorial minute
be adopted. All those in favor signify by rising, please.
Thank you.
I would like now to call on Professor Messer to
present a memorial minute for Professor Sonntag.
PROFESSOR MESSER
Arch Christian Sonntag,
assistant professor and chief of the Division of
Infertility and Endocrinology in the Department of
O~stetrics and Gynecology of this university, completed
his thirty-seventh year of life on January 27th , 1978;
he died four days later on January 31st.

Memorial
Minute for
Arch Sonntag

Born in Salt Lake City, he lived there until he
had earned his Ph.D. degree in chemistry at the University
of Utah in 1~66. Following that academic milestone, he
became a research scientist for the Warner Lambert
Research Institute in New Jersey. He chose, however, at
the end of two years to return to the academic world to
Pursue a degree in medicine. A determining factor in

2/21/78, p. 4

this decision was his perception that a communication
gap existed between many scientists and members of the
medical profession. Already a scientist, he believed
that by extending his expertise into medicine he could
contribute to a meaningful dialogue between these two
groups of professionals, and that by doing so, he, Arch
Sonntag, would be a more effective member of the human
family.
Accordingly, he promptly entered the School of
Medicine at the University of Florida and, upon completion
of his M.D. degree in 1972, went to Madison, Wisconsin,
fo~ his residency. Following this residency, in 1975, he
came directly to the Department of Obstetrics and
Gynecology at the University of New Mexico School of
Medicine.
I just personally have to say when a person this
young dies i t is a terrible waste, but you are looking
at fifteen years of higher education in this man's background.
He came as a man capable of meeting the requirements of three self-chosen roles: researcher, educator,
and practicing physician. He brought to these three
fields monumental competence, patience, enthusiasm, and
dedication.
While Arch Sonntag was erecting the pillars of
his professional life, he was also building the structure
of a uni~uely rich family life. Married at age nineteen
to Norma Kay Fallows, he and his wife had three sons and
one daughter while B.A., Ph.D., and M.D. degrees were
being earned .
Theirs was a rare family unity and
solidarity that transcended the mental, emotional, and
economic stresses of prolonged and vigorous training.
Additionally, the family endured with dignity the
tragedy and knowledge that Arch Sonntag had at least two
major health problems which posed not only a threat to
his life, but thrust upon him the daily burden of severe
Pain. They wisely utilized this awareness to enhance
their appreciation of the privilege of relatedness; they
never allowed it to blemish the realization that the
purpose of life is found in growth, investigation, understanding, responsibility, service, love. These goals
~ere defined with clarity, insight, conviction, and
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beauty by Arch Sonntag as he blended and harmonized in
action the powers of a well-trained mind and a responsive
spirit.
As a man characterized by excellence, Arch
Sonntag's influence was widely felt. His family , his
colleagues, his students, his patients, all sensed,
observed, or experienced his depth , his compassion, his
superlative ability to minister to human need.
Mr . Chairman, I move that the Faculty adopt this
memorial minute, and that the secretary be instructed to
mail a copy to Mrs . Sonntag.
JONES
It has been moved that the memorial
minute be adopted. All those in favor signify by rising,
please.
We need to insert one more memorial minute, if
you will.
I would like now to call on Professor Martin
to present a memorial minute for Professor Emeritus
Castetter.
PROFESSOR MARTIN
Edward Franklin Castetter,
professor emeritus of biology, died February 10th, 1978,
after a lqng illness. He was born in Shamokin, Pennsylvania,
March 11th, 1896.
In preparation for his long and distinguished
career, he enrolled in Lebanon Valley College , from which
he received the bachelor of arts degree in 1919. He continued his professional studies at the University of
Chicago and ?ennsylvania State and Iowa State Universities, receiving the master of science degree from
Pennsylvania State University in 1921 , and the Ph . D.
degree from Iowa State University in 1924.
P~ofessor Castetter began his teaching and research
career as an assistant professor of biology at Southern
Methodist University . He later became associate
professor of botany at Iowa State University, and in 1928
w~s appotnted professor and chairman of the Department
of Biology at the University of New Mexico, holding the
chairmanship until 1956. His administrative duties
expanded considerably in 1949, when he became dean of
the Graduate School. He served as academic vice-president
fro;n 1956 to 1961.

Memorial
Minute for
Edward
Castetter
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...

He was completely dedicated to the department and
to the university. A few years ago, in recognition of
his more than three decades devoted to teaching, research,
and administrative duties, the university community
honored Professor Castetter by designating the new biology
complex Castetter Hall.
His research interests were broad.
Initially,
his investigations were directed toward studies of
ethnobotany, the origin and distribution of cultivated
plants, and primitive Indian agriculture. The many
books and papers he published on these studies helped
establish his reputation as an authority. Later,
Professor Castetter directed his energy toward studies
of the flora of New Mexico, but concentrated his efforts
during the past twenty years or more on the cacti of the
state. These studies have culminated in a completed
manuscript, a comprehensive treatment of the cacti of
New Mexico.
He was a fellow of the American Association for
the Advancement of Science, and of the Cactus and
Succulent Society of America. He was also a member of
the Botanical Society of America, American Anthropological
Association , New Mexico Iris Society , New Mexico Cactus
and Succulent Society, Sigma Xi, Santa Fe Consistory of
Scottish Rxte, Temple Lodge No. 6, and Kappa Alpha
fraternity.
Few people have contributed as much as he to the
University of New Mexico during its formative years.
Both the university and its faculty have been enriched
by his thirty- three years of devoted service.
Mr. Chairman , I move that the memorial minute be
adopted by the Faculty , and that the secretary be
instructed to send a copy to the next of kin.
It has been moved that the memorial minute
JONES
be adopted. All those in favor please signify by rising.
Thank you.
We now continue the process of the recommendation
of the semester one candidates for degrees.
I will read
through the list of the various colleges. Will the dean,
or his or her representative present, will they give us
any indication of corrections?

Candidates for
Degrees, Semeste J
I, 1977-78
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Anderson School.
FACULTY MEMBER
Anderson School submitted the
approved list with two corrections. On page ten, for
the B.B.A. , Clifford Gene Phelps , should read "Marketing
Management Concentration."
On page forty, of the M.B.A., Paul Douglas Nelson
should read "General Management Concentration."
JONES
Architecture and Planning, Dean Cherry,
or a delegate thereof.
Assume they are all qualified.
Arts and Sciences.
DEAN DRUMMOND
JONES

No corrections.

Education.

FACULTY MEMBER
JONES

No corrections.

Engineering.

FACULTY MEMBER
JONES

No corrections.

Fine Arts.

DEAN MC RAE
There are two additions, they are
not necessarily corrections.
On page nineteen , Ann Louise Carey, art history,
should be added "Magna Cum Laude."
And on page twenty, Susan Marie Mushant, art
studio , should be added the words, "Cum Laude."
JONES
Law.

Thank you.
No one from Law.

Medicine.
Nursing.
FACULTY MEMBER

No corrections.
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JONES

Pharmacy.

FACULTY MEMBER
JONES

No corrections, Mr. Chairman.

University College.

DEAN HUBER

No corrections.

JONES
And Standing Committee on Graduate
Programs and Standards.
FACULTY MEMBER
JONES

They haven't met, but no changes.

Thank you .

Dean Wollman, would you like to make the movement
to approve the list?
DEAN WOLLl4AN
I move that the list as corrected
be forwarded to the Regents for the conferring of the
degrees to the people named therein.
JONES

Seconded?

FACULTY MEMBER
JONES

Seconded.

All those in favor.

Opposed.

Thank you.

Motion carried .
Item number six, regarding the final action
concerning amendments of the Faculty Constitution relative
to ~referential balloting. This is a discussion from
the September 20th meeting. Anne Brown will present the
cha_nges.
MS. BROWN
I think most of you are familiar with
these changes. What we are doing is getting rid of the
word "preferential" for our ballots for the "at large"
members of the Faculty Senate, and the Academic Freedom
and Tenure Committee.
This is ruled as a procedural change in the
Constitution, so I reconunend that we change the Article I,
Section Six (cl Li.vl, the first sentence, to read:
"Elections of all members of the Faculty

Amendment to
Faculty
Constitution re
Preferential
Balloting
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Senate shall be held biennially in the spring
semester of the academic year , and shall be
conducted by secret ballot ."
Also, in Article I, Section Seven (b) , referring
to the Academic Freedom and Tenure Committee, I recommend
that it should be amended to read:
" Nominations shall be made from the floor
at the February meeting of the Faculty. Election
shall be by a mail ballot, distributed by th
secretary soon after the nomination meeting and
accompanied by biographical sketches of the
nominees , to all members of the Voting aculty."
I reconunend approval of these Constitution
changes.
JONES

Can someone make a motion?

GREEN

I move that they be approved.

JONES

Seconded?

PROFESSO:R ESTES

Seconded.

JONES

Any discussion?

G:REEN

This is the second time for these .

JONES
All those in favor signify by saying
''aye" ; opposed , ''no".
Motion carried.
Item number seven, regarding replacement on the
Academic Freedom and Tenure Committee. Anne Brown .
BROWN
Since they elected me as acting secretary,
we couldn ' t have a meeting today, if you hadn't.
It has been the practice when a vacancy occurs on
the Academic Freedom and Tenure Committee, to el vate to
that vacancy the person who had the most votes in the
spring election .
1ack Homestead has been elected to replace

eosha

Replacement on
Academic Freedom and Tenure
Conunittee
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Mackey, who resigned. He has been serving on the
committee, and I ask for you to ratify that appointment
now.
ESTES

So moved.

FACULTY MEMBER
JONES
cussion?

Seconded.

All those in favor -- excuse me.

All those
opposed, "no".

111

Dis-

favor signify by saying "aye";

Motion carried.
Thank you.
Item number eight, elections and nominations.
Anne Brown again.
BROWN
We are electing a vice-chairman of the
Voting Faculty for 1978-79. The vice-chairman presides
at meetings in the absence of the president and the
provost , or when the presiding officer wishes to speak
from the floor, or when he is ill, as today.
The president incumbent is Professor Tony
Hillerman.
Nominations are now in order, and the voting is
to be by ballot if there is more than one nomination.
JONES

Do I hear any nominations?

ESTES

Nominate Professor Jan Roebuck, history.

.JONES
Any other nominations?
to close the nominations?
GREEN

So moved.

JONES

Seconded?

FACULTY MEMBER
JONES

Do I hear a motion

Seconded.

All those in favor of Professor Roebuck

Election of Vice
Chairman of the
Voting Faculty
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signify by saying "aye".
I will assume that's unanimous.

BROWN

Now we have to make nominations for ten
members of the Academic Freedom and Tenure Committee;
five regular members and five alternate members.

Nominations for
Academic Freedom
and Tenure
Committee

I have put on the boar d the composition of the
Committee right now, I hope you can read this. The ones
with asterisks, the term expires as of the end of this
year. The ineligible people -- well, let me read this
first;
"According to the policy, nominees shall be
members of the Vot ing Faculty with tenure, or
whose tenure decision date has passed without
adverse notification. Departmental chairpersons
and ex-officio members of the Voting Faculty are
ineligible. Not more than one member of any
department shall serve as a regular member or as
an alternate on the committee at the same time."
The four hold-over members are from physics and
astronomy , elementary education, law , and sociology. So
no nominations of people in these departments can be made.
The policy also states that no regular committee
member shall serve more than two consecutive two-year
terms. Under this provision, only Professor Roebuck is
ineligible. The -- here are the people ineligible, if
you can see it.
I would like to have nominations for more than
ten
. members , to allow for carry-over members. When you
give your nomination, if you would give the department,
too , I would appreciate it.
The nominations are now in order.
FACULTY MEMBER
re~d the blackboard.

Bl\OWN

Excuse me .

Some of us cannot

John Green is chairman, his term has not

expired.
Keith Au 9 er of elementary education is still on it.
Linda Estes , H. P.E .R., term has expired.
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Myron Fink, law, is still on the committee.
Frieda Gehlen, sociology, is still on the committee.
Now , the rest of these, the term has expired:
Frederick Ju, mechanical engineering; William Peters,
B.&A.S.; Janet Roebuck , history -- and Jan is ineligible;
Kenneth Stahl, pharmacy; Sean Daniel, · music; Robert Doxtator,
secondary education; Mack Homestead, library, Arnold Koschmann,
electrical engineering and computer science; and Wayne
Maes, guidance and counseling.
Do you need anything else?
aONES
Coleman.

Nominations are now open.

Professor

PROFESSOR COLEMAN
Professor Niemczyk ,
N-i-e-m-c-z-y-k, Department of Chemistry.
Professor Kenneth Stahl,

FACULTY MEMBER
pharmacy.
JONES

Professor Es tes.

ESTES

Professor Campbell, geography.

FACULTY MEMBER

Professor Sanchez, mathematics.

PROFESSOR SANCHEZ
Thank you, in any case.
JONES

Thank you.

I decline the nomination.

That saves time.

Dean Casaus.
DEAN CASAUS
JONES

Professor James Wright , library.

Professor Green.

GREEN
wayne Maes, guidance and counseling;
Linda E
t
HP
s es,
• .ER
. . ; Mor t on Schoenfeld, music department; and Paul Davis, English department.
JONES
ROEBUCK

Professor Roebuck.
John-Steiner, education foundations.
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JONES
MC RAE

Dean McRae
Daniel , music.

FACULTY MEMBER
Karl Chris tman, B. &A .S., and
Marshall Nason of tne Latin- American Center.
JONES

Professor Baker.

PROFESSOR BAKER
Nancy Martin , computer and
information science, and Charlene McDermott , philosophy.
FACULTY MEMBER
JONES

Professor Spolsky, English.

Professor Howarth .

Professor Hamilton , economics ,
PROFESSOR HOWARTH
and Beulah Woodfin , biochemistry .
FACULTY MEMBER
anthropology .
FACULTY MEMBER

Professor John Campbell ,

Arnold Koschmann , E . &. E . S .

JONES

Professor Es tes.

ESTES

Joanna de Keyser, music.

JONES

Fairly healthy list.

Professor Drummond.
DRUMMOND

Anne Taylor, architecture.

FACULTY MEMBER
Cyrus Varan , civil engineering,
and Marion Cottrell, civil engineering.
I would be glad to entertain a motion to
JONES
close the nominations.
PROFESSOR THORSON
,JONES

So move .

Seconded?

FACULTY .MEMBER

Seconded.

JONES
It's moved and seconded nominations
close. All in fayor . Opposed . Opposed?
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Okay, the "aye's" have it.

We will send mail ballots with the biographical
sketches.
Next item, nominations for honorary degrees, 1978
conunencement exercises. Professor Anderson from
architecture will present those on behalf of the Degree
Committee .
PROFESSOR ANDERSON
At the December 8th meeting
the Honorary Degree Committee met and selected, or
nominated, four candidates for degrees. They were
Caesar Sepulveda, who is a renowned authority on
international law, and president of the Mexican Bar
Association; Frank Waters, a well -known southwestern
New Mexico writer; Cecil Andrus, who is the present
Secretary of the Interior; and Pablita Velarde , who is
a well-knovm painter in the southwest.
All of these nominees were approved by the Graduate
Programs and Standards Committee, and they are now presented for your approval.
JONES

It has been moved.

ESTES

Seconded .

Is there a second to

those?

JONES
Any discussion of that list of candidates
for honorary degree?
All those in favor
DEAN SPOLSI<Y
It should be pointed out to the
Faculty that the number is over the number authorized,
and that would require some special approval.
ANDERSON
That point was brought up at the
Gradu~te ~rogram and Standards Committee, and they felt
that that w~s all right in this particular instance .
SPOLSKY
But it's a policy of the Faculty , and
not the Conunittee.
FACULTY MEMBER

.
't i
. t?
Maximum of three, isn
.

Nominations for
1978 Honorary
Degrees
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JONES
I think we can simply contain that in the
discussion of the list. Jim.
THORSON
Could I move that we suspend that rule
for this year's commencement?

I will second that.

SPOLSKY
ESTES

Seconded.

JONES
It's been moved and seconded that the r ule
limiting the number of honorary degrees to three be
suspended this year. Any discussion of that?
Dean Gross.
DEAN GROSS
Would the Committee please explain
its reasons for feeling t here should be four, thereby
explaining or giving some background to vote on this
motion?
ANDERSON
The nominees were selected and voted
upon , and it came out with four people very closely voted,
and a lot of distance between the next five or six people
who were on the list. Since they were bunched that way,
we felt it would be only proper that we put them that
way . That's about all I can say for that.
JONES

Dean Drummond.

DRUMMOND
Our experience in the past
usually one or two of the persons to whom we
invitation is unable to accept it. It would
quite likely that if we keep all four on the
We are likely to be awarding three.
ANDERSON
That's a possibility.
certainly the case last year.

has been
extend an
seem to me
list, that

That was

JONES
Any further discussion on Professor
Thorson 's motion to suspend the rule regarding three?

0

All those in favor signify by saying "aye";
PPosed.
Thank you.

The motion is carried.
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Now, back to the original motion, which was moved
and seconded, to approve the four. Any discussion thereof?
All those in favor signify by saying "aye";
opposed, "no".
Thank you, the motion is carried.
I should point out that as I recall other conversations like this, that list theoretically is
confidential and is your privileged information, and I
am sure you will treat it accordingly. Thank you.
Number ten on the agenda, amendments to the Faculty
Constitution. Statements regarding those are attached,
Anne Brown will present them to us.
BROWN
All of you have the letter that John
wrote the Conunittee of Five about the verbatim minutes.
I would like to say that this is certainly no reflection
on the fine service and work that Howard Henry has don
for the last fifteen years.
I think he is just as
familiar with these Faculty Meetings as most of us are.
But John felt that since we are only having three Faculty
eetings a year, that taping the meeting, as we do the
Senate meetings, would be better.
He also felt that this, again, could be a procedural change, or just a nomenclature change in the
Faculty Constitution, and it could be voted on this
afternoon, or if you wish, we could put it on the table
until the May meeting.
Article I, section Four (b) right now says:
"The agenda for the University Faculty
Meetings shall be prepared by the university
secretary under direction of the Committee of
Fiye. A stenographer not a member of the Faculty
shall keep verbatim minutes of such meeting.
Every member of the University Faculty shall
receive a summary of the minutes, and the complete
minutes shall be open to inspection by any
member."
I would recommend that tfie wording be changed as
follows:

Proposed
change in
Faculty
Constitution
re Verbatim
Minutes
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"The agenda for the University Faculty
Meeting shall be prepared by the university
secretary under the direction of the Committee of
Five. The proceedings of each meeting shall be
recorded on tape. Every member of the University
Faculty shall receive a summary of the minutes, and
the tape shall be kept on file in the secretary's
office for reference by any member."
I recommend this change.
JONES

Do I hear a motion?

DEAN HARRI'S
JONES

So move.

Dean Harris moved.

FACULTY MEMBER

Seconded.

JONES
It's moved and seconded that the correction
read to you by Secretary Brown be adopted by this group.
Any discussion?
Mr . Thorson.
THORSON
I have a question about access.
I know
a number of times in the past when the Faculty has raised
an issue -- an issue has been raised, it was raised before ,
and we were questioning how to interpret it; members of
the Faculty have gone back and searched those verbatim
minutes to find out what the discussion seemed to focus on.
Wil l that access be available to the Faculty members?
BR0WN
We keep a tape recorder and ear phones in
the office and you can come in.
THORSON
BROWN
TH.ORSON

I mean like reference?
I'm sorry?
Well, there is an index to those.

BROWN
Oh, I see what you mean .
Will continue the index.
THORSON
JONES

Yes.

Yes, we

That 's all I wanted.
The tapes will be indexed, and accessibl e .
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FACULTY MEMBER
I wonder about the acoustics? I
spent a lot of money on the structural media, and it's
difficult to get anything -- if this is where the meetings
are to be held.
BROWN
The only thing I can say, the Senate
meetings work very well. The only thing I can say, the
people in the back row will have to come down to the front
row. In the Senate me eting we keep the people in the
first two tiers, and if you would like to defer this and
come over and listen to some of the Senate tapes, I would
be happy for you to do so. But you can hear everything
that goes on at the Senate.
JONES

At the Senate , they do spot microphones?

BROWN

Yes, they have mircophones around.

JONES

Professor Howarth .

HOWARTH
The weakness of the tape system is -apart from the fact that some of u s are, indeed , not
audible -- that you can't identify who's speaking.
I
appreciate the need for saving money , but I am rather
dubious about doing it just this way .
It seems to me
tha t what this body says and who says it is of some
impor tance , and I would prefer to see the old system
continued .
In fact , I would vote against it.
JONES

Professor Estes.

ESTES

How many Faculty Meetings do we have a

BROWN

Three.

JONES

Three , generally .

ESTES

You are talking about three hundred dollars .

yea,r?

rRO~ESSOR BILLS

In response to Professor Howarth,

I wonder if my name is going down on the stenographic
record at th~$ time?

B~QWN

Yes.

JONES

It is.
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BROWN
It is , because I will tell him who it was
when I get back over there.
JONES

Any voice

PROFESSOR MERKX
used with the tap i ng .
JONES

Gil.
You couldn't censor it, being

Could you identify the voice?

BROWN Of course , I can usually identify the voices.
I agree with what Profes s or Howarth said , I don't know
how we wo uld do that .
I really don't .
FACULTY MEMBER
Can't we do that by asking each
speaker to ident i fy themselves? We should be doing that,
anyhow .
JONES
Howarth?

Do you have a response to that, Professor

HOWARTH
I don't think we will do it . That's the
procedure we are supposed to follow in the Senate. I
haven't heard anybody identifying himself or herself in
the Senate th i s year .
JONES

We'll want -- Professor Roebuck .

The debate is most likely to
PROFESSOR ROEBUCK
people who want to refer to -- tempers run too hot and
heavy for people to identify themselves , it's uncommon .
JONES
debate down .

Might be a good mechanism to slow the
Professor Merrett.

PROFESSOR MERRETT
I think, given this discussion,
that it turns out to be more than a procedural matter,
and , therefore , it s hould lay on the table until the next
Faculty Meeti ng .
GREEN

If passed .

JOrES

Yes , if passed.

MERRETT
GREEN

No , we vote -It has to be put on the table .
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MERRETT
Isn't the policy that the amendment is
made at one meeting, and voted on at the next? And it
seems to me from this discussion that it is more than
simply a nomenclature change , and, therefore, we should
not vote on it today.
BROWN
I was reading what John said.
think it is more than that.
JONES

I agree, I

Dean Gross.

GROSS
If the Chair now identifies people, is it
not possible for the Chair, if there were to be a taping,
to identify persons by name at the time?
JONES
This Chair might have an easier time
identifying names than the regular Chair, because of
daily experience.
PROFESSOR TONIGAN
Since I understand we are talking
about three hundred dollars , rather than lay it on the
table , I move that previous question.
FACULTY MEMBER

Seconded .

JONES
Previous question has been moved and
seconded . All those in favor of moving the previous
question signify by saying "aye"; opposed.

I will say two - thirds of it .
We will vote - THORSON
.'.TONES

Point of order .
Yes.

TH.ORSON
r think we need to know now whether the
Chair ruled this is procedural, or is it going to go on
the table?
G~EEN

What is the motion, may I ask?

JONES

THonsoN

we set u? ~ dichotomy at the beginning
that either it was ?rocedural, in which case we could act

-
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on it finally at this meeting, or that it was substantive
and in which case we could not act on it until the May
meeting.
I ask the Chair how it has ruled on that dichotomy?
JONES
I think John Durrie's intention was
procedural; however, Mr. Howarth's question has revealed
it to be a substantive issue, which, therefore, requires
being laid on the table.
GREEN
Point of order.
I think that the -- there
has to be a positive vote to place this on the table.
If
the vote is not positive, then, that's the end. And if
it's brought up again next May, that is the first
issuance.
I say if this present vote is voted down, that
that's the end of it for this meeting -JONES

That would be my interpretation.

GREEN

-- period.

It would have to be brought up

anew.
JONES
If we agree that it's substantive and the
vote is affirmative, it goes to the table. If we vote,
and the vote is negative -GREEN

That's the end.

JONES
Is that understood?
recommended amendments.

We are voting on the

All those in favor of the language as read by Anne
Brown and written by John Durrie, all those in favor
signify by saying "aye''; all those opposed.

I think we will call for a division

do I hear a

call for the division of the house?
HUBER

Division.

FACULTY MEMBER

would you clarify the question,

Please?
JONES
we are voting simply on the procedure of
recording the deliberations of this body. John Durrie
made the recommendation that they be taped, which was a
Procedureal question. we discovered it was really a
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substantive question because of the problems identifyin g
speakers, particularly in the heat of debate.
As I understand it, this body has now voted ask ing
for division. We don't know what the ultimate division
will be until we have that division of the house, which we
will now do.
SPOLSKY
I am getting confused. It appears, t h e
way some of these articles are, we table it, or vote
against it.
JONES

No, I think a negative vote kills it.

SPOLSKY
The positive vote doesn't pass until
the positiye vote puts it on the table?
JONES
A positive vote -- excuse me. A positive
vote would automatically put it on the table for a month ,
if I understand i t correctly.
THORSON

Until the May meeting.

FACULTY MEMBER

No

Yes.
So now we have the division of t h e
JONES
house. Would all those in favor of the motion, in t h e
first two tiers, signify by stand ing?
All those in favor.
The vote indicates thirty-nine in favor and
thirty-seven against.

ESTES

Recount.

JONES

Recount.

Now, as I understand it, this means that this
mot~on will go to the table and come up at the next
general Faculty Meeting, is that clear? So those wh o
Were against it, rally the troops.
The next item rega~ds the function of the ~ec~etary
of the Faculty. Anne Brown.
BROWN

Well, this is another Constitutional

Proposed ChangE
in Faculty
constitution r E
Faculty
Secretary

,.
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amendment that John left , as his "last hurrah." As he
said , the last sentence of Article I , Section Three (b)
reads :
"The Voting Faculty shall elect a vicechairman for one year. The secretary of the
university" - - excuse me - - 0 and the secretary''
"and a secretary for three years . '1
He would like to amend this to read :
"The Voting Faculty shall elect a vicechairman for one year. The secretary of the
university shall serve as the secretary of the
Faculty.''
His rationale behind this is that the university
secretary has been serving as secretary of the Faculty
for twenty-eight years , and that also , Article I ,
Section three (9} says that the Committee of Five shall
"prepare , in conjunction with the secretary of the
university, the agenda of the Faculty Meetings." He
thought it was clear that that was the intent of the
Constitution , and I recommend this change.
JONES

Do I hear a motion to that effect?

FACULTY MEMBER
GREEN

So move.

Seconded.

aONES
It ' s moved and seconded that the language
rec1,d by Secretary Brown involving the secretary of this
body be adopted by the body. Any discussion?
Mr

Drummond.

DRUMMOND
I would like to point out to
that my memory tells me that the North Central
When it was last here nine years ago , raised a
gue~tion about this, but when they got to know
concerns they had seemed to vanish a bit .

Wh'

We might
~ch we do not
University will
Would P~efer to

the body
Association,
serious
John, the

be locking ourselves into a situation in
know who the new secretary of the
be , and it might be that this Faculty
wait until that person is identified,
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...
until such time as we take action on this particular
motion.
JONES

Professor Howarth.

HOWARTH
I would like to speak also against this
motion.
It seems to me that the system that went on with
John Durrie was just fine, then. It worked fine in that
the Faculty reelected him every three years. And I would
imagine that it's likely that this will continue.
I still think that this body ought to reserve this
right to make this decision.
JONES

Any further corrunent?

No further discussion of this.
To my understanding, this is comparable to the
preceding issue, that if we vote positively , it will go
on the table to the next meeting; vote negatively, that
kills it.
All those in favor of the recorrunendation regarding
the secretary of this body , indicate by saying "aye";
opposed.
I will rule that the "no's" have it.
Item number eleven , revision of sections fifteen
and twenty-one of the Academic Freedom and Tenure Policy.
John Green will present those to us.
GREEN
Section fifteen, we are amending to make
some changes that bring the policy in consistency with
our changes in the Constitution; namely , it brings in the
Faculti Ethics and Advisory Committee as advisory -- as
an advisory panel to the president.

Proposed Revisions of Sections l~& 21
of the Academic
Freedom and
Tenure Policy

And , also, it makes a slight change in section (c)
(iii) , to bring that into conformity with other things
tha,t the Ac~demic Freedom and Tenure Conrrnittee does.
t·
The problem there was one of changing "reconrrnendaion" to "decision'' and in the reference to the other
s~cttons for the way' the hearings are conducted, and also
WJ.ti..
' '
i ~ r,eferences
to appeal.
This is always to a d ec1s1on,

I
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rather than a recommendation, and it was the feeling of
the Committee that this part should be handled exactly
the same way as all the others.
We also, as you see, have changed the numbering to
correspond .
This is simply a change in the policy, and the
vote , favorable vote at this time will adopt it.
I move that the Faculty adopt the changes indicated
in section fifteen.
JONES

Second to that motion?

ESTES

Seconded.

JONES

Moved and seconded.

Any discussion?

If there is no discussion, we will vote. All
those in favor signify by saying "aye"; opposed.
The motion is carried.
GREEN
Section twenty-one came up for review
because John Durrie wanted to change the method of vote.
That's how we got into it. While we were doing that, it
also seemed a good opportunity to bring the poJicy into
c~nformity with what we were doing -- since th re was a
time tha,t the Academic Freedom and Tenure Committee didn't
do much of anything; had social meetings to see who was
going on sabbatical~ and who was doing what.
But then somewhat toward the end of the 1960's the
Whole scene changed. Because of the complex issues that
Were brought up, we felt that it was best to have as wide
~epresentation as possible. so at that time we started
inviting all of the alternates to attend all meetings and
to participate in the discussion, because there were some
ser1.ous
·
issues.
These issues are still with us; they change
Sl'1.ghtly, but they are still there.
So what we propose to do is to change the old
system of regular members and alternates, to one of
simply regular members. we have increased the Committe e
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to thirteen; this keeps it odd. We will have alternate
years for putting on even members and odd members. I
wanted to make the membership fourteen, but I got ruled
down . That would have been much simpler: seven each
year -- but, no, we have thirteen, which is fine.
Now, the changes will be in the composition of the
Committee, that we have removed all reference to alternates, we have thirteen members, we have specified that
nominations of at least fourteen persons shall be made,
because you see this would be twice the number. We have
had too often inadequate ballots , but we did very well
this time.
You should be
Committee .
Everyone
Committee, and I see
nominees, so this is

nominating people for this
should -- we need new people on the
very many new names among the
fine.

The election would be by the new system. You would
receive a ballot , and you would be told to vote for so
many . You can then indicate your choice of any number up
to that total, so that there will not be the problem of
having to arrange people in the preferential ballot when
you don't know who they are.
The election to the Committee would be according
to the number of votes received. Then , those that are
not elected would serve, not as alternates, but as a
reserve , because people do leave the Committee for one
reason or another.
We also have brought the hearing panels in for
the hearings. For a while there we were having so many
hearings that i t was impossible for the full Committee to
hear them all.
so we started the practice of having a
five -member panel for the hearings. This seems to have
worked out quite well.
We have also allowed for disqualification for
Various reasons. We have allowed for the fact that all
of the Committee would be disqualified, and that brings
us to the end of section (dl .
That is the part of the policy only. Beyond that,
we Will have the Constitutional amendment, and I will have
to ltlove that separately.
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So I move now that we amend the Academic Freedom
and Tenure Policy as indicated on pages one, two, and
three, through paragraph (g).
ROEBUCK
JONES
cussion?

Seconded.
It's been moved and seconded.

Any dis -

I have a point on item (g) on
PROFESSOR DE VRIES
page thirteen of the agenda that was passed out, with
regard to the Ad Hoc Hearing Committee.
My feeling is if there are qualified members of the
Academic Freedom and Tenure Committee who are able to
serve, that they ought to serve. So I would like to make
an amendment that would retain what we have up to the
statement "below five," that would delete everything
thereafter , and it would insert the words;
"The Executive Committee of the Faculty
Senate shall draw by lot a number of tenured
faculty members sufficient to bring the qualified
membership of the hearing panel up to five."
JONES

Is there a second to that amendment?

DEAN KOSCHMANN

Seconded.

FACULTY MEMBER
We are not supposed to be voting
on (g) now, are we? You said everything up to lg)?
JONES
Through (g), it's appropriate. Beyond (g)
becomes unnecessary. You have the second lg) .
Any turther discussion on the amendment? Response
from the -- John, you say you saw no problem with that?
GREEN

No, but --

JONES

Professor Drummond.

DRUMMOND
could we hear from some of the members
of the current Academic Freedom and Tenure Committee, as
to how tney feel about the proposed amendment? It sounds
90<;>d to me.
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102
GREEN
It sounds good to me, too. This is one of
those occasions, I think, where you are examining other
changes, and copy down the rest of the proposal from the
book.
As it was, it was just before this went out to be
printed that we removed some of the other masculine pronouns from the thing. It's very difficult to get all of
these things out.
I think that the amendment is a good one, and I
would support it.
JONES

Any further discussion of the amendment?

All those in favor of the amendment signify by
saying ~aye~; opposed.
The motion carries.
Back to the original motion.

GREEN
JONES
Any further
amended?

Oh, yes, that's right.
Back to the original motion as amended.
any discussion of the original motion as

~ROFESSOR MURPHY
I was wondering, on page three,
Eoman numeral two, who would make the judgment of whether
or not he first held a biased or prejudiced position?
GREEN
In the first place, the person himself
should be requested __ would be expected to do that. This
is the way it has worked in the past. We have also allowed
the complainant to request the disqualification of people.
I don't know what else we can do.

MURPHY

r

was wondering why the word was deleted,
or -- lett some holes~ That clarified it.
GREEN
I felt it was unnecessary.
me an unnecessa~y parenthetical remark.

JONES
you-'""

It seemed to

professor Murphy, are you satisfied, or are
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MURPHY
I guess I prefer it, I don't know that it's
all that significant.
I understand the attempt --

JONES
amended?

Any further discussion on the motion as

All those in favor signify by saying "aye";
opposed.
The motion carries.
Now, we are down to the constitutional part.

GREEN
This is an unusual situation. I don't
know whether we have actually changed things or not. We
have changed the Conunittee, but w~ haven't changed the
method of election, nor the membership, because that is
embodied in Section Seven (b) of the Constitution.

I think this is a good idea.

We will, therefore,
have to place on the table until the May meeting, this
proposed change per Section Seven (bl of the Constitution,
and this is a short summary of the membership and of the
election procedures.

r move that this amendment of the Constitution be
Placed on the table until the May meeting of the Faculty.
~OEBUCK

Seconded.

JONES
M0ved and seconded that the proposed amendm~nt be put on the table until the May meeting. Any
discussion?
All those in favor signify by saying "aye";
opposed
Carries.
Thank you.
We have an additional item, information pertaining
to Which you received in the mail a memo dated February
16 th. This involves the revision of the sabbatical leave
Policy , section six. Professor Green will speak to that,
also

.

Proposed Revision of
Sabbatical
Leave Policy
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GREEN
This was a matter that came to us, really,
for action by the Committee, on the sixteenth of February.
It didn't seem possible at the time to get it to your
attention more speedily.
I thought we would be passing
this out at the meeting.

I didn't think this body should ever have to act
on anything that is brought to its attention right at the
meeting, so that's why I wrote the introductory paragraph
that it might be referred to the Faculty Senate, because
there is some urgency that something of this sort be
passed.
Since Anne Brown did move very quickly in getting
this out, we have had it since Monday , so I think that it
would be perfectly proper for the Faculty to take action
on it.

I would, by far, prefer that the Faculty take
action on it, because it is coming to you from the
Academic Freedom and Tenure Committee , which does report
to the Faculty, and it is a matter of Faculty business.
So I am going to move that the Faculty pass this,
and then I am going to turn the floor over to Joel Jones ,
because he can explain more the total background than I
can. ~nd I will then answer any que stions that you want
to ask me.
So I move that the revision
SANCHEZ
Point of order. I think before you make
a motion about an issue about sabbatical leave, until
a:ter this is adopted, I think it should be open for
discuss ion, before a motion is made .
GREEN
discuss;i,on .

No , you make the motion and then the

SANCHEZ
First of all, I would like to understand
Why this is before us and why the Academic Freedom and
Tenure committee -- r'am professor Sanchez, mathematics
and l don't understand why the Academic Fr~e~om an~
Tenure Comm±ttee is essentially issuing administrative
fi~ts rega~ding the FTE quotas regarding sabbaticals,
Wh~ch is sort of a precious thing to faculty members.
And l think any type of motion like this should be

',
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prefaced with a study - - for instance, how these figures
were obtained.
It's effective in the math department. We will be
reduced by one faculty leave , because -- if this is
adopted in any way, shape , or form. And I don't see why
we should adopt anything without thorough discussion or
recommendation before each faculty member of this university , as to what this proposal -- how this came about, and
how these figures were arrived.
So we can have a discussion
GREEN
That's what we will have, but I put it on
the floo r first , so we can discuss it. It isn't any
place , now.
SANCHEZ

It shouldn't be.

GREEN
I move that the Faculty consider the proposed changes in sabbatical leave policy, section six.
EOEBUCK
GREEN

Seconded.
Turn the floor over to Mr. Jones.

JONES
I think, since you all elected Professor
Roebuck as the vice-chairperson of this body, in the
future , since r obviously am going to be involved in the
conversation , r would like her to come down and assume the
responsibilities of the Chair.
ROEBUCK

Professor Jones.

The history of this action involved and
JONES
intrigued me , and I wish my fellow administrators on the
academic side were here to buttress the case.
I am relieved that Clinton Adams is here , and I
Promised myself I would not pass the buck to Clinton, but
he has become such a good friend that I may do that.
Succinctly , at the Regents' meeting last June, the
~egents were concerned specifically about the number of
~abbatical requests coming from two or three departments
in one lump sum. They have in the past, as some of you may
know, voiced some concern about the liberal nature of our
Sabbatical leave policy in general.

,.
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I am sure that many members of this Faculty, if not
all, appreciate the fact that our sabbatical leave policy
as it now stands is, without a doubt, one of the best in
the country , obviously our strongest fringe benefit, and
any statement that you make.
Our last survey indicated it is one of the nine
remaining sabbatical leave policies that are as liberal
in nature and result.
When the Regents became concerned about the specific
number coming from certain departments , they passed a
motion -- which I think you have seen at some point in the
past. I am not sure whether that was ever distributed to
the Faculty in general or not.
I can read that, if you
would like.
This was a motion passed by the Regents June 13th,
1977;

"The Regents reaffirm their continuing
support of the principle of providing sabbatical
leaves for deserving faculty members at the
University of New Mexico, as outlined under
'Leave Policies and Faculty Absence from Assigned
Duties , ' page sixty- six B. through sixty-six D.
of the Faculty Ha·n dbook.
"The Regents also recognize the need for
the most effective allocation of limited faculty
resources in meeting the instructional, research,
and service missions of the university.
In paragraph six under 'Leave Policies and Faculty
Absence from Assigned Duties , ' the Faculty Handbook,
page sixty-six c . , it states :
"'It will be necessary for the administration to place a practicable limit on the
number of sabbaticals granted in any one
department for any one semester or academic
year. '
"Therefore, the Regents desire the president
to develop specitic guidelines by department,
college, or school, and university, citing forth
the maximum number of sabbaticals which might be
qllocated on each level in a given semester or year.
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"Further, in keeping with paragraph four of
the above reference, it is desired that specific
guidelines be developed limiting the number of
sabbaticals allocated during the fall semester.
''Also recognizing that small departments
often are penalized by their inability to absorb
the academic loads of faculty on leave, and thus
opportunities for deserved sabbaticals are denied,
the Regents direct the president to submit
recommendations which would provide for more
equitable distribution of such leaves."
Following that memorial direction from the Regents,
Dea.n A.dams, who was then the associate provost and acting
dean of the Faculties, drafted a proposed guideline for
sabbatical leave policy, "Sabbatical Leave Permission."
That proposal was then sent to the Senate and was discussed by first the Executive Committee -- I could be
checked here on exactly what happened in the Senate -- I
think it went to the Faculty Welfare Committee, Professor
Gehlen. I believe it was discussed by the Executive
Committee, I am not sure about that.
Professor Coleman -- Dick Coleman came to the
Faculty Welfare Committee, but the Academic Freedom and
Tenure Committee was discussing it at that point, and we
ha.eked off and agreed that that -- this was the route it
ought to take.
~ did -- in terms of procedure it seemed that was

fqr the Academic Freedom and Tenure Committee to make
tnei~ recommendation. we took to them some recommendations from our office as to numerical guidelines -- and
we can get into the. specifics of that, if you like·
That's the history of how the drafting originated,
Why it originated. we are under some commitment to the
~egents to bring to them at their next meeting some sort
of statement which will be an operating guideline.
The only editorial comment that I would feel free
make at this point is, I would feel much more comfortv le, and optimistic, about the future of our very -l~ry ~iberal sabbatical leave policy if we had some guidef ne in hand at the same time we present to them requests
or sabbat~cals at the next meeting.

!~
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ROEBUCK

Professor Sanchez.

SANCHEZ

Sanchez, mathematics.

I would like to ask a question. Was the response -I guess to you, since I am not new enough to know how the
Regents act about these things -- was the response in
particular to a particular department, or to a sudden
onslaught of this? Because sabbaticals have all sorts of
average-out overtime, over a department, so if, in fact,
a department is going to have five one year, it is going
to have one or two the following year, unless it is a very
large department.
So if this is the response, then, I would like to
ask that question first, and then secondly, I would like
to comment that it seems to me once you establish these
types of guidelines, the only thing that can happen to
guidelines is they can be decreased.
If they want a response, seems to me the deans of
the particular faculties should make a statement to the
effect that, obviously, they are responsible for the
educational mission which is what this is responding to,
'
not the research mission,
because obviously the research
mission sabbatical is one of the most important
privileges that a faculty member has.
And I think it hamstrings faculty to think, "There's
going to be five of us up, six years from now maybe I
won't get my sabbatical."
And obviously, mathematics, that isn't so important,
but other faculties have to plan vi sits to par ticular places
or make arrangements long years in advance.

Why, it seems to me a positive statement would be
a statement from the president and the deans reaffirming
t~e fact that they are responsible for their educational
mission of their particular departments, and should~ . .
department tall out of line then it is the responsibility
of the dean to say "Gee I'm
'
'
sorry,
you cannot have th'
is
m
'
,
any sabbaticals."
t.
But to set a quota like this, I think is just somehing that is J'ust sitting out there as a red flag, and .
if someth~~g else happens, some other departmen t comes i n ,
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say, with four, three years in a row, suddenly they are
going to come in and say, ''The department over thirty, we
are only going to release three."
I think it also should be pointed out -- at least
the institution I came from, the University of California,
it was the responsibility of the faculty withi.n the department to make up educational deficiencies due to leave, in
other words, by visitors trying to arrange teaching
schedules. Because we all respected the fact that our
colleagues wanted sabbaticals, and we were in turn
required to make up whatever -- whoever' s teaching schedules,
and whatever.
And I think just setting this kind of thing up is
just dangerous. :r am opposed to it, al th.ough I certainly
under$tand the problems from the educational objectives.
You don't want a department suddenly having ten members
come up one year on sabbatical, when the department has
eleven members.
So, therefore, I think that can be worked out by
cl. statement rather than to set specific quotas, and if
the smaller departments were given this sort of administration, "We will establish a reserve fund."
think if I were a small department chairman, I
would make sure that a reserve fund was in blue chip
stocks to last a few hundred years , because a small
depa~tment, a man wants a sabbatical, he wants it now.
And if it i .s sa;id, "Well, that will depend on whether
the moni,es are available,,, I think that no longer becomes
~ fringe benefit .
I

ROEBUCK

Professor Baker,

:PROFESSOR BAKER

Th;ts .t.s addressed to John.

It is not clear to me what action the Academic
Freedom and Tenure comm;ittee has taken. Wh.eJ:"eas, are we
to as$ume that the committee has discussed .i:.t, and has
9-PP,.roved it, and is br;i:nging it to the Fa.cult~(' with a
recommendation that we a}?prove it?
~f so, r think that it might be helpful to have
sqrne J?resenta,tion by yo.u.
GREEN

~s I say, we discussed it really at two

\
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meetings, one thoroughly, and one not so thoroughly. It
seemed to the Committee that it would be best if this be
made part of the policy, rather than a guideline. The
guideline would not appear as part of the official
contract that we have with the university.
s ·o for better or for worse, it should be in the
policy, so that's why we are bringing it to you rather
than have this merely established as an administrative
guideline.
I am not in favor of it, either.
BAKER

And the Committee?

GREEN

What?

B,AKER

And the Committee?

GREEN
I ' can't speak for the Committee
I voted
in favor of bringing this to you, because I think th t i t
is necessqry that we adopt a policy of this kind.
BAKER
Just a follow-up question: it would seem
as if the Committee didn't want to deal with it, or didn't
ha.ve time, or
GREEN
No, no.
The Committee did deal with it.
The Coromittee considered various aspects of it. For
exq.Illple, a~ ±t came to us it only had the provision for
reducing the number. We felt that was scarcely fair,
that there should also be a provision for exceeding the
number, so we have a way of doing that.
So I would say that in this imperfect world that
We have, that this represents a very reasonable statement.
And I would hope that the Faculty adopts it this afternoon.
BAKER
Vote on this?

But, John, normally, wouldn't the Committee

GREEN
The Committee did vote on this, and voted
in fa.var of bringing it to you. This has been approved
by the Committee as it stands.
~OEBUCK

Professor Howarth.

HOWARTH

There are a number of things that bother
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me about this.
First, I am unimpressed by Joel's argument that
since we have a good sabbatical leave policy, that we
shouldn't water it down.
JONES
ROEBUCK

I'm sorry, what?
Water it down.

HOWARTH
It seems to me that i.f the Regents
demand that the administration make some written policy
of this kind, that's a matter for the administration to do.
I think what we as the Faculty are being asked to
do, or possibly the Faculty Senate is being asked to do,
is collude in taking away our own privileges.
This -- I haven't had time to look at the -- it
seems to me grossly unfair. Like for instance a department with ten faculty members is only half as well off as
a department with eleven, so -- I mean it's wrong in a
~ot of detail, but in general principle, it seems to me
lf this is going to happen, if a policy like this is to be
put in effect, it's the business of administration to put
it in effect, not the business of the Faculty to approve
having stuff taken away from us.
1'0EBUCK

Dean Wollman.

WOLLMAN
I had a couple of questions.
the substance of the revision.

One was on

There was a policy that had been prepared and had
been discussed by the deans, and it doesn't look like
these part~cular numbers, and I was wondering by what
route the numbers were changed?
.
Then my other question is, if we are acting here
sim~ly to d~cide whether or not we send it to the Senate,
should we be discussing now the substance of the policy,
or what ~s the nature of our discussion with respect to
substance, if our action is to send it to the Senate?
GREEN
My motion was that this body, the Faculty,
app~Qve the revision.

'
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WOLLMAN
GREEN
WOLLMAN
BILLS

And not as it's stated here?
That's correct.
I'm sorry.
Would you answer the first question?

WOLLMAN
My first question was, there is a change
in the ratio of sabbaticals to faculty size, from what had
been discussed at the dean's meeting when that matter was
discussed.
JONES
The original number, and the rationale that
Dean Adams provided, was based on the number of tenured
faculty in the department. When we ran through that
formula and compared it through using the number of FTE,
including everything except temporary part-time, we found
that quite an even more liberal policy in terms of numbers
available, and it was also a better rationale in terms of
the numbers themselves.
That is the -- we do have the obligation to cover
the teaching load for the person being gone, and using the
FTE, budgeted FTE gives us a clearer picture of the number
of faculty available to cover for the person going on
sabbatical, as opposed to tenured number.
ROEBUCK

Frieda.

PROFESSOR GEHLEN
I am a little unsure, when
people talk about something being taken away. I have been
through this with the Welfare Committee, and also A.F.T.
Conunittee, and also Numbers, and what have you. But it
seems basically what we are doing is, everybody can't
1~nch up in one year. we are not saying that you a:e not
ikely to get your sabbatical, or that fewer sabbaticals
are going to be granted in the long run.
Simply saying that you are going to have.to be
a~era,ged out with. the proviso that under exceptional
circumstances that maximum may be exceeded.
I am not entirely sure when people talk about
things being taken -- Professor Sanchez says, "In mathematics we have these now." To my understanding, there is
no.set guideline now, so ram not sure how we would have
this guideline.
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SANCHEZ
:rt's already affected -- we have five
next year, and if this goes in, one of those persons will
not be able to take his sabbatical.
GEHLEN
That might qualify it, but that doesn't
necessarily have five.
PROFESSO~ LOFTFIELD
I would like to be specific.
I belong to a department, biochemistry, that has ten FTE,
and all of them eligible for sabbaticals, and this would
reduce us to one sabbatical every ten years.
There's no way - - there is no way, if only one can
take a sabbatical at one time, that we can have more than
ten sabbaticals in ten years, so that automatically we
are deprived of three persons in our department over a
period of seven years, will be unable to take a sabbatical
by this standard.
All right. You are entitled to a whole year for
seven years, and we are
we have been deprived of three
sabbaticals in a period of seven years.
J think that the objection that has been raised by
the Regents might very well be met by suggesting that not
m9re than twenty percent of the faculty in a department
may go on sabbatical leave during a year, or twenty-five,
or s9me figu~e -- maybe even more than fourteen percent.

But I think that's absurd, to get a formula that,
~s Doctor Sanchez has said, really straps us in. And if
inadvertently you happen to miss a sabbatical in a department, that's a year that can't be caught up, except
possibly under the extraordinary circumstances of
paragraph three.
ROEBUCK

Professor Thorson.

TaORSON
Professor Gehlen made a point that I
think was not quite accurate.
I! your sabbatical leave is postponed for one year,
you ~Ye lost that year as far as -- as far as you don't
st art your qualifications
'
for your next sabbatical leave
until xou return from le.ave, so that essentially it's
9°ing tq take you __ if you have one at the end of seven
Years instead of six, and three years after that, it's
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taken, you are eleven years rather than ten.
PROFESSOR HAMILTON The only high-ranking administrator
I remember when I as a department chairman
we tried to educate Calvin Horn and some others to the
talent that we get here, and I get it from the Faculty,
too, that sabbatical leaves are a privilege to the Faculty.

I know is Joel Jones.

I would like to know what kind of effort is being
made to educate the Regents that this is a privilege to
the university, this is an advantage to the university,
more so than the Faculty. This is the kind of thing that
enables Faculty to recoup, refresh themselves and so on -at least that's the theory.
Just giving you every seven
years off, there is no excuse for it whatsoever.
So that I think the Regents need to get turned
around, that this is not something that's a special
privilege that needs to be cut, but it's something that
should be encouraged for Faculty to take these things,
tak.e advantage of them, because it's advantageous to the
university.
JONES
I would like to speak to that, if you will
allow me to speak as a faculty member, which is how I
still see myself, and not as whatever you choose to use.
HAMlLTON
I didn't choose it.
cata,log that way.
JONES

You are in the

That shows you can't believe catalogs .

Since I went over to Scholes Hall - - this sounds
like some kind of significant transition, like a sex
cha,nge -- since I went over there, one of the responsi·
bilities I have had has been really reading sabbatical
leave reports.
I think we have a twofold educational responsibility.
One is to educate the Regents, and some of you
have been working at that~- and perhaps as Professor
Thorson said it may prove we are not very good teachers,
but that's a 1 difficult audience to work witn.
The other is educating ourselves, because reading
both the sabbatical leave requests and sabbatical leave
reports , I have been somewhat alarmed -- I am glad the

I
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president isn't here now. As far as I know, there is no
press -- and I would prefer that this statement be as
confidential as the names of the honorary degree recipients.
I have really been alarmed at the possibjlity
someone outside the university, like Donna McCord, who had
the innate ability to embarrass us when she wanted to,
from the L.S.C. -- that they might take it upon themselves
to read the sabbatical leave request, or the sabbatical
leave reports.
Most of us exercise that privilege responsibly, but
several every year do not. And I am willing to document
that if one wants to come by the office. It could be
documented.
That's in a sense what is going on in the back of
my mind, just as a member of the academic community who
has yet to take his sabbatical.
I hope to hell we have
the policy available in the future, because it is not -I don't think it is a Faculty right, and I am saying that
as a faculty member.
I never thought that the sabbatical
was a Faculty right.
It is, to use a term, a privilege. It's a privilege
to the faculty member and to the institution, but it's
not a right.
And the Regents, under pressure from the
legislature or any other kind of help, they could take it
away from us any moment they so desire.
That might lead to some creative response like the
~aculty Union or something like that, but they could take
it away from us, as have boards of trustees and Regents
around the country in major universities, in the past ten
Years.
Sabbatical leave policies, as many of you know,
have really come under attack. What I said earlier was
not simply some kind of political rhetoric; ours is one
Of t h e few remaining strong sabbatical
•
.
leave po l'icies.
My own position as an individual, not as an
administrator or even assistant provost -- the number:
: don't like the numbers in the formula.
There is the
illogic to what happens when you have ten-and-a-half o1·~ it
ten point ninety-nine and eleven; it would be better
Were linear.

I
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But if this is what we've got, if they were
intimated they would not have made any impact on the
number of sabbaticals granted in the past five years.
That is, if one takes the formula and applies it
historically, retrogressively, it does not change anything.
THORSON
JONES

English had five thousand.
That's what triggered the whole situation.

Whether this policy goes through -- and I will
make this statement now, on the record -- whether this
policy goes through or not, as the acting dean of Faculties,
I will not approve the request for six, six and five in
three different departments this year.
We may fight that out later. I don't care what
happens to this policy, I won't go to the Regents and
argue for six, five, six and five in three -- in three
departments, when we ostensibly have a shortage of
resources.
That's the point where the
PROFESSOR WOODFIN
decision should be made, in the dean's office, and not by
setting a rigid policy.
JONES
As a faculty member, this ties in to a lot
of policy problems we have going around the university
now.
a faculty member, I would like not to see us,
you, pa,ss the responsibility for certain kinds of
decisions up the ladder.
I will simply put it that way.
A,s

LOFTFIELD
That's already in the Faculty Handbook,
that there are restrictions on taking sabbaticals, that
ar e.determined by the ability of a depart~ent to_mee~ its
·
0
bliga,tions.
If the department can meet its obligations,
then, it's not an irresponsible assertion, then, there
shouldn't be a problem.

If the dean questions the chairman, who says~ "~h,
Yes, we can get rid of eight people and never feel it,
~hen, in fact I th.ink you've got a reason to suspect the
)Udgment of the
'
department.
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SANCHEZ
In keeping with the remarks of Professor
Thorson, if, for instance, if the dean so deems that a
department cannot, you know, will not be able to meet its
obligations, he can, for instance, defer the year and
give the sabbatical, fo r instance, the next year, without
having lost a year in between.
This was done frequently in the University of
California, when you gave someone an administrative job
in the department, he was due for a sabbatical, you say,
"Okay , we will give the sabbatical next year, but
however , that year you lost will count toward the next
one."
In other words, he can, you know, do that, but if
you leave quotas like this, then, I think you will have
people losing sabbaticals, and you will have a silly
situation like this where you can't have enough sabbaticals in a department. And I think the deans won't be
able to do that.
ROEBUCK

Professor Adams.

PROFESSOR ADAMS
I've been trying to develop a
selective a.innesia about everything since the end of July
last year, so I am doing something I said I wouldn't do.
The history of this very clearly is that the
Regents instructed the president to develop a policy,
and the president as we were leaving the room, said,
~would you take care
, of that?"

.
I drew up a policy statement that is somewha~ .
different than the one here. Joel indicated the principal
difference .
I am not sure as I listen to the debate,
Joel , that I ltke this one quite as well.
But I think we do have to take back to the Regents
a poli~y statement and I think it will have to have
some kind 9f quot~~ that . we set, or that they ~et. I
;:ankly donlt kn 0 w what would happen if Joel did take in
ive recommendations from the same department, but I
th'ink the Regents would turn them down. Thats
'
. t
JUS
obviously a guess based upon the discussion that occurred
la.st summer.
The only difference substantively in the polic y
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the A.F.T. Committee is bringing to you, and the one
discussed by the deans, to which Nat Wollman referred, is
that my figures were based essentially on multiples of
seven , whereas these are on multiples of ten or eleven.

I think that the other system would be a little
bit better for a department that is small but heavily
tenured. The instance given of a department with only
ten faculty members, all of whom are eligible for
sabbaticals because they are tenured.
This is more generous probably to a large department with relatively small number of tenured faculty
members. Let's take a department of twenty, of which
only five people are on tenure. There would be no
problems at all in that situation.
Those are essentially details of arithmetic. They
are important details. The question is whether it can be
based on FTE or the number of faculty members on tenure,
is a complex matter which really needs a lot of statistical
study.
I think, just coming off the top of my head on it,
that the logic of basing it on the people who are
actually eli9ible for sabbaticals is a bit more compelling.
The principal point I wanted to make is that I
think Joel has correctly stated the fact that if he goe7
to the Regents, as he will have to at the March and April
meeting, with the sabbatical requests for next fall, and
there is no policy developed in response to the Regents'
motion o f last June which asked the president to present
such a policy at the October, '77, meeting of the
Regents , and the Regents suddenly are aware of the fact
thqt they haven ' t seen what they asked for, they may turn
down a lot of sabbatical requests. I don'~ think that
Would be in our best interest.
LOFTFIELD
I move that paragraph five be deleted
by a paragraph to state th~t normally the
Umber of concurrent sabbatical leaves in any de~artment
sna11 not exceed twenty percent of the tenured faculty.
That takes care of the surges of five and ten requests.

:nd re~laced

ROEBUCK

.

?

Second to that motion.

I
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PROFESSOR REGENER

Second.

Moved and seconded.
ROEBUCK
cussion on this amendment?

Is there any dis-

THORSON

I would like to ask for a response from

ROEBUCK

Joel, do you want to respond?

Joel.

JONES
Any of you familiar with the function of
our office, as Clint was, realize that you get in a
numbers situation, it turns to problems of algebra.
I was about to read Reggie's analysis of the
difference in the two formulas, Dean Adams', and then our
revised one.
I am not, in a sense I think that's germane
to the motion.
Reggie, can you enlighten us on this at all?
This is an analysis Reggie did for us, comparing
the two, and I think it is germane, with our widely
divergent range of tenured faculty among departments,
rang~ng from twelve percent with tenure to a hundred
percent.
.
I believe that the budgeted FTE is a more dependable
indication of the departments' ability to cover for a
faculty member on leave.
For instance under the Adams proposal, if a
,
epartment has eight tenured members, it can have two on
~abbatical at the same time.
If, as is the case in five
epartments, all faculty are tenured, a hundred percent
ten urea, two persons gone would amount to twenty- f'ive
Percent of the total faculty.

d

Using the budgeted FTE with a ten point spread, as
Proposed, is a more liberal system, as it increases the
number possible to fourteen departments, while decreasing
the number in five departments. Increases the number
po~sible, number of sabbaticals possible, in fourteen,
While decreasing the number in five departments.
t

Three departments decreased have a hundred percent
enured faculty, and the other two are ninety percent, and
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eighty-seven percent tenured, respectively.
Of the fourteen departments increased, the most
striking is nursing, with twenty-three percent tenured
faculty.
Using a budgeted FTE as a guide, the number
allowed concurrent sabbatical increases in nursing from
two to four.
Five other departments have percentages of tenured
faculty in the twenties and thirties, and the balance of
tenured faculty in fifty or lower, except psychology, at
sixty-three percent.
We did an analysis of enrollment patterns from the
past five years -- this speaks for a different issue, so
I will leave this slide for the time being.
Leave it stand at that.
ROEBUCK

Beulah.

WOODFIN Since this item was circulated on the
~ifteenth of February, and the introductory paragraph
indicates it would be acted on at the next meeting, I
~uspect that faculty members who might have been interested
in the particular item are not here, and would be here at
the next Faculty Meeting .
And I would question whether or not it's appro~
priate to take action on this motion at the present time.
ROEBUCK

Still have to take action on the amend-

WOODFIN

I was asking on a ruling of the motion.

ROEBUCK

You think it's too short a time to act

ment .

on it?
th

WOODFIN Well , since it's proposed in the statement
at we sent around to the faculty, that it be acted upon
at the next meeting -ROEBUCK
sent around .

This is the next meeting after it was
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WOODFIN
Okay. Okay. But it would imply that we
would not -- the faculty would not act on it today.
GREEN

I suggest that we send it to the Senate.

ROEBUCK

Yes, I realize -- can I explain a little?

The original intention, or original thought of the

A.F.T. Committee was that the secretary would simply not
be able to get it out fast enough. She got it out very
fast, and it did get to you before the meeting, and so our
qualms are unfounded, and I think we can act on it now.
WOOLMAN
I think Doctor Woodfin makes a point that
is very important in -- relative to who is or isn't here
at the meeting today.
What date did everybody get this?

ROEBUCK

WOOLMAN
In the agenda as sent to us, we were
told it would be forwarded to the Senate and not acted
upon at today's Faculty Meeting.
ROEBUCK
Assume, when we cleared up the motions on
the floor, if the Faculty wishes, it could vote to send it
to the Senate?
Yes.
HOW,A~TH
I agree with what Professor Woodfin said,
but since we are discussing the amendment, I wonder if we
would agree to, say, change it to twenty percent of the
budget FTE, rather than twenty percent of the tenured
faculty?
LOFTFIELD
goEBUCK

Yes, I agree to that substitution.
Yes, Professor Adams.

r

think you will have to put the twenty
percent figure i.· ·n.
Look at it from the position of the
Re
·
1
.
gents: they have been requesting five sabbatica
sin.a
department.
I don't know what the English Department is.
Is that around thirty-five thirty-six? -- now, we come
~~.them with a figure of t~enty percent.
I am inclined to
lnk they would feel they are not getting what they want,
but r a ther motion
·
·
d irec
·
t ion.
·
in the opposite
ADAMS
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The concept of going in with a percentage is
certainly a good one, but if the percentage were somehow
related to the fact that a sabbatical can be taken o ne
year in seven, and, hence, for a figure in the area of
fourteen percent, it would not be restrictiv e upon the
faculty, and certainly would be less of a red flag in the
face of the Regents.
ROEBUCK

Professor Green.

GREEN
I was going to support what you said , too,
but -- well, trying to get to a reasonable figure, if we
made -- this is haggling -- if we take fifteen percent of
the total FTE, that is a very reasonable figure, because
the Regents thought us to be only sixty to seventy per cent tenured. And, you see, one in seven would be
roughly fourteen percent.
So I think fifteen percent of
the total FTE would be a very liberal figure.
ROEBUCK
G~EEN

Are you moving that?
Would you accept that?

LOFTFIELD
I would like to question the administration of this, then.
There are two ways of dividing
faculties; one is just by cutting a person in half and
having one-and-a-half sabbaticals. I pose the alternat ive is to give one person a one-y ear, and another
person a half-year sabbatical within a particular year.
Would your interpretation be that is permissible?
Clearly, this is two on sabbatical concurrently for part
of the year.
GREEN

I would say this has an average-out.

LOFTFIELD
Average-out is what we already do .
There is nobody taking a sabbatical more than once every
;even years, I presume. So we are averaging out. And_
hat they are concerned about is the surges. And~ think
a statement that says that we deplore surges and will
rest rict
·
them is real.
·
· a department, y-0u kn ow, it ' s up to the
I th+nk
xn
.
:~ans and the chairman. Something or other that says it
erages out is fine.

I
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ROEBUCK

Professor Howarth.

HOWARTH
I think there's a limit of one year in
seven , which is the actual maximum for tenured faculty,
gives you the maximum average figure over the years.
Since there are enough departments with fairly
small numbers, there are going to be ups and downs in
there. If we leave in the maximum any one year, as something like one in seven of the tenured faculty, then, we
are making the peak of the surge equal to the average,
which means that the average is going to be depressed.

I think that whatever figure is chosen, it has to
allow for some surge a little bit above the average.
much, I don't know.

How

JONES
Let me speak to -- I think if Provost
Hull were here -- I don' t "think 11 , I know that he would
inject at this point the feeling that these are guidelines, that they are not absolute.
I

Now, on my own part, I don't have this to fall back
on, the numbers, but -- I am not a mathematician, but
numbers produce only numbers.
Obviously, if
as we are, to engage
range planning, when
development, part of

we are going to ask the departments,
in some sort of sophisticated longit comes to hiring and pragmatic
that would also be sabbatical leav e.

I am sure, I have no doubt that there would be the
allowance for flexibility in surges that John talks about.
My own sense, we simply need -- we need to in~icate to
the Regents, to come to them directly and seriously th~t
we tried to develop some guidelines that would be a p plicable.
The guidelines will not in fact significantly change
th·
. lngs as they have been' going on' for years. They wi. 11 '
in fact, ostensibly provide some means of control over the
surges which are embarrassing both internally and
externally.

The nature of the numbers, I think, we could
hassle forever.
ROEBUCK

Dean McRae.

\
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1. .., (.
MC RAE
I have heard stated, or at least implied
at least a couple times, which I think is an erroneous
implication, that faculty members only take sabbaticals
once every seven years. That's not realistic.
I have had faculty members apply every third year
for a one-semester on two-thirds pay, and that is, of
course, part of th.e policy. But I think you will have to
readjust your thinking, if you are going ahead on the
assumption that the faculty members only apply once every
seven years.
LOFTFIELD
That's still only one year in seven,
because you take a half-year only every three-and-a-half
years.
But it does take people out of certain

MC RAE
percentages.

LOFTFIELD

It's fourteen percent of your total

time .
ROEBUCK

Dean Wollman.

WOLLMAN
I would like to amend Professor
Loftfield's amendment by substituting fifteen percent
for twenty -- what did you have?
LOFTFIELD

For twenty, I said.

WOLLMAN

For twenty.

ROEBUCK

Seconds to that substitute motion?

FACULTY MEMBER
ROEBUCK
ment?

Yes.

Seconded.

Any discussion on the substitute amend-

Dean Drummond.

DRUMMOND

I would like to ask Reggie if she sees

any great difference between the number fifteen percent,
and the numbers that are here, in terms of budgeted FTE?

~ guess because of the experience I have with the
Regents when I was chairman of the Academic Freedom and
Tenure Conunittee, I share some of Clinton's concern about
the use of f'ft
t
That's a lot more, somehow,
1
een percen.

\
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than -- or twenty percent sounds worse, of course, and I
would suspect that fifteen percent will sound more than
three sabbatical leaves for thirty budgeted FTE. But
actually, it's less, I think.
MC RAE

Four point five people.

PROUSE

You are talking budgeted FTE?

DRUMMOND
Fifteen percent of the budgeted FTE
would be how many people?
MC RAE
Four point five people; do you round
down, or round up?
DRUMMOND
You give one, one semester.
would be four rather than three in this case.

There

PROUSE
I think the Regents would understand this
breakdown better than the fifteen-percent figure, in my
own opinion.
WOLLMAN
Could I ask Reggie a question? Would
the ~egents understand one percent rounded to the whole?
;E>ROUSE
faculty?

You mean one-seventh of the tenured

WOLLMAN One-seventh of the full-time faculty,
budgeted faculty.
PROUSE

WOLLMAN

Of the budgeted FTE, I think -Budgeted full-time FTE, rounded to the

Whole number.
PROUSE
I think that's a much more restrictive
Policy than this here because this is
this is in
muit·lples of ten, instead
'
of multiples of seven.
WOLLMAN
Well, this policy is going to oper~te
Very erratically among departments in terms of who is on
really a sabbatical program and who is on a tenured
Pragram, or whatever the appropriate
'
·
word is.
PROUSE
The problem r think, and one of the
egents• concerns, was that sabbatical requests typically

R

\
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came from the same departments. And they asked this
three, four years ago: why don't the other departments
and the other faculty and other tenured faculty ask for
sabbaticals?
You remember we did a survey several years ago
when we collected all that information and gave it to
them, and the various reasons were, number one, they
couldn't be spared because they had to, you know, "keep
the store open." And number two, they didn't ask for
sabbatical -- and there were several other reasons.
But what the Regents are concerned about, it
appears to me, is that there was no provision for the
smaller departments, and the ones -- the departments that
were not typically taking sabbaticals. And I think that
this tends to give -- this policy tends to give that
option to the smaller departments and let the less
tenured ones -- than they currently have.
When you have only twenty percent, or twenty-three
percent tenured in nursing, for instance, it makes a
whopping difference.
WOLLMAN
That is why we would use the full-time
budgeted faculty, and apply the one-seventh to it, so
nursing would gain from its total faculty.
PROUSE
than this.

Yes, but I think that's more restrictive

WOLLMAN
I think you end up with a -- fewer
sabb~tical leaves following this.
PROUSE
ROEBUCK
llOWARTll
amendment.

I see what you mean.

I'm sorry.

John.

r

would like to support Dean Wellman's

ROEBUCK

I am not sure Dean Wollman made one.

WOLLMAN

Yes.

ROEBUCK

The substitute motion?

'
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WOLLMAN
I would like to change that to oneseventh rounded to the nearest whole number.
ROEBUCK
amendment?

Is this a substitute for the substitute

WOLLMAN

That's a substitute for fifteen percent.

REGENER

Seconded.

ROEBUCK

Okay.

HOWARTH
I think this is good, because already in
the one sabbatical leave in seven years maxumum, we already
have an upper limit only average, and one-seventh of the
tenured FTE gives us -- I'm sorry, not tenured, the
budgeted full-time faculty, gives a limit on the surge,
which will be a little high, which obviously has to be.
And it does respond to the question of "keeping the store,"
because the number of budgeted FTE is more relevant
in how many people are to mind the store, than the number
of tenured faculty.

I think this is a good compromise, and I suspect
the Regents could understand one-seventh better than
fifteen percent.
ROEBUCK

Professor Regener.

REGENER
There is this word "normally" in here,
so perhaps it sometimes will go a little bit above oneseventh, and sometimes a little bit below.
I. think i t is important that the formula here

proposed be defeated because it is nothing short of a
cat astrophe, as far as
'
I see.
Consider two departments, one of them with twenty
Point ninety-nine and the other one with twenty-one.
U I8
lf 0 f
a difference of one-half -- less than one-ha
one percent, and one of them gets three sabbatical leaves
ana the other one two.
f

WOLLMAN

No matter what formula we are going to
The
only thing is, I think the one-seventh, you have to
convert it to a whole percent.

Use, there will be that kind of boundary condition.

\
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REGENER

Or

WOLLMAN

To the nearest whole percent.

ROEBUCK

Yes?

SANCHEZ
You could make this chart one to seven,
one; eight to fourteen, two; and it looks a little less,
you know, one-seventh might bother people, but if you
change the number here from one to seven, one; eight to
fourteen -- you know, et cetera, make it in multiples of
seven.
I think Adams and Wollman both suggested it, and
it works out perfectly.
It gives a nice little table
they can look at, and allows them to figure, the math
department, a sabbatical leave.
ROEBUCK
You want to move that amendment to the
amendment, or are you suggesting it?
SANCHEZ
I am just suggesting that this is the
way that this fourteen percent could be put in, in this
format, and all you have to do is essentially change
those numbers and that would do it.
But I am not suggesting that as an amendment.
ADAMS
Point of order.
In order that the
secretary won't have to falsify the minutes, I move the
suspension of the rule with regard to the duration of the
meeting.
ROEBUCK
to do that.

Thank you.

I was waiting for somebody

lt has been moved that we suspend the rule about
the duration of the meeting. Is there a second?
REGENER

Second.

ROEBUCK

~11 in favor; opposed.

The motion passed.
FACULTY MEMBER

Calling for question.

\
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ROEBUCK
The question is, as I understand the
question currently before us, is Dean Wollman's substitute amendment that we should replace the section marked
(i} , little (i} in parenthesis, on your piece of paper
there, and we should amend that to read something like
"one-seventh of the budgeted FTE of the department rounded
up to the nearest whole number, or percent, whichever may
be appropriate. "
ADAMS

Budgeted full-time.

ROEBUCK

"Budgeted full-time FTE."

I assume the secretary has the full details of
the thing, but that is the sense of the motion.
All those in favor of this
DRUMMOND

Point of order, please.

I don't think he said "rounded up."
ROEBUCK
DRUMMOND
WOLLMAN
DRUMMOND
ROEBUCK

He did.
Did you?
I said "rounded".
"Rounded to the nearest whole number."
''Rounded to the neares

t

h 1 number. II
w o e

of clarifiFACULTY MEMBER
can we have a point vote for it;
:ation on that? If it's rounded up, I will
against it.
lf it' s rounded down, I am prepared to vote
DRUMMOND

That's why I wanted it clear.

WOLLMAN
I would define "rounded" as anything
below . If it's one point, it would be rounded down to two.
one. lf it's one point five or above, it's rounded to
FACULTY MEMBER
problem .

That again does not solve the

WOLLMAN
There is still in the policy
there is
still ·
l"
There is also the
1.n the policy the word "norma ·

'
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provision for the provost to make exceptions, and it
would seem to me that would be appropriate.
All those in favor of this amendment
ROEBUCK
signify by saying "aye"; opposed.
The "aye's" have it.
In that event, we do not vote on the substitute
motion for fifteen percent, nor the motion for twenty
percent, right?
Now, we are back to the original question as
amended. Is there further discussion on the motion?
WOLLMAN
I would like to move a nother amendment ,
that because of the long time lead necessary for p l anning
sabbaticals, that no numerical restriction other t han the
merit of the request itself begin until t he academic year
1979-80.
THORSON

Seconded.

ROEBUCK

Discussion on the amendmen t?

All those in favor of the amendment s i gni fy by
saying ''aye''; opposed.
The "aye's" have it.
GREEN
How should we do that? As an a mendment?
I don't think that should go in the Handb ook·
ADA,MS

Separate resolution, really .

GREEN

Separate resolution?

ROEBUCK
Yes, except we have
we can't make a
separate resolution until we have voted on the whol e
th '
ing, so could we do that?
LOFTFIELD
I think the r e solution tha t accompanies
this wen
h
it passes on to the Senate
ROEBUCK
GREEN

If we pass this.
If you want this to go to the Se n ate , you
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.,..
will have to move that, you know, because the motion was
that we approve it.
ROEBUCK
Motion to approve this statement as
amended, and with its accompanying motion that you have
just approved from Dean Wollman, is still on the floor.
Is there further discussion?
SANCHEZ
Question. Is the motion as reads here,
the faculty approve revision, but the matter be referred
to the Faculty Senate, are you separating those in two
motions?
ROEBUCK
No.
approve it. Right?
GREEN

The motion is that the faculty

That was my motion.

SANCHEZ
We don't have a representative body
here, I don't know how you can do that.
PROFESSOR SCALLEN
quorum for the Faculty?
ROEBUCK
SCALLEN
obvious.

As a point of order, what is a

Ninety-five.
Then, we don't have a quorum, that is

ROEBUCK

Do you want to poll the quorum?

SCALLEN

Yes.

DRUMMOND
May I say if you call for a quorum,
tw~ things: it is going to go to the Faculty Senate,
which you may prefer, or it's not going to the Regents,
and those of you hoping for sabbaticals next year may be
left holding the bag.
ROEBUCK
Question has been called.
like t o vote on the motion?
THORSON

wait a minute.

Would you now

Quorum call has precedence.

ROEBUCK

quorum was not seconded .
The call f or a

THORSON

Doesn't need to be seconded.

\

(1
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ROEBUCK
THORSO
ROEBUCK
secretary?
BRO
ROEBUCK
quorum call .

It doesn ' t ?
o , as a point of or d er.
ould you like to count,

11 right .
It ' s o vious .
The Chair

a s try ing not to hear the

In that event, we declare t he me eting ended.
Adjournment , 5 : 34 p . m.
Respectfull y submitted,

Anne Brown
Acting Secretary
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'""'1

'
~
,.·-

., ...,,.
I {

~,
1

'
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1977 F4ll

"

C IJ LL !: GE OF AR T S AN D SC. I ENC ES
BACHELOR CF ARTS

.....,

HIND R

MAJOR
MAUREE~ JOA~ MURPHY

SPANISH

ENGL I SII

GEORGF. EDWARD MURRAY

PSYCHOLOGY

ANTHROPOLGY

S TEI/EN J NE,\L

JOURNAL I SM

ENGL I SII

NAN ~LICE NEIDEL

ECONOtHCS

HISTORY

TIIOMAS RAY l~EWSOM:, ,JR

JOU RN AL 1 St4

HISTORY

ROHER T EOMUl'O NOP~ I.S

ECOMOtllCS

DISTRIOUTED MINOR

LMJflA A~INI= NYMAN

ANTH

RIC.HARO KINNEY OLCOTT

SPANISH

ENGL ISH

rlHLIP l'.tHllll"l''t' OTE'D

POLITICAL SC I ENCE

PSYC t-lOLOGY

~HFRLYNN C PAOILLb

PSYCIIOLOGY

SOC 1 OLOG Y

SHl\•JE R()Bf RT !"'AGE

POLITI CAL SC I ENCE

ECONOMICS

STF.t'HF.N JON PAPMFNTER

ANTHROPOLOGY

ENGLISH

LIN~A MARIE PfREZ

FRENCH

Hl STORY

STEVEN LEE P I SZKJN

AtlTHR OPOLOGY

Ill STORY

JOSE!>H SAMUEL QU INT ANA

HI STORY

A~fRICAN STUDIES

PAUL D RAO[MACHEP

Ml STORY

POLITICAL SCIENCE

J FitAL R~INWI\TEi(

JOURNAL I S M

DISTRIBUTED MINOR

RICKY O~~AY NE ROACH

POLITICAL SCIENCE

ECONOMICS

Wi\L TF.R n 111

SPEECH COMMJNICATION

ART

LIN DA J O RODGERS

SOCIOLO GY

HISTOP.Y

CAROL E. PO ~OE R

CH EM IST RY

fl IOLOGY

AMO:; HI< ~A •mn

ECONOMICS

tlUS & ADMIN SCIENCES

TH OMAS ,./ALTER ROSE

ANT HIH'lPlltOr. v

GEOLOGY

DO'lt~h CHERYL ;)~NA R'JSS

COMl'tJN O I SllROERS

PSYCHOLOGY

FRANCIS J

PSYCHOL OG Y

SOrtOL'JGY

~OOF.R TS

i;

OM(J

RilVltlSKI

I:

ART

~

'~
C/:i

J

PAGE

CANDIDATES FOR DEGREES,

6

1 9 77 FALL

""'I

COLLEGE OF ARTS AND Stf ENCES
RACHELOR OF ARTS

"
'

Ml'JJR

MAJOR
DEBORAH JANIC E kOYBAL

SOC I OLOGY

PSYCHOLOGY

LIEU THI HUA PUPP

FRENCH

LI Ul{ARY SC I ENCE

JANE KEEPOPTS SAAVEDRA

SOC IOLClGY

BUS C AOMIN SCIENCES

fR'-'EST L SCltR.f.DER

POLITICAL SCIENCE

ECGNOMlCS

JAMES Mt CHA EL SIIA\4

CHEMISTRY

Ill OLOGY

WILLIAM CARL SIIIV ~R

OIOLOGY

SPEECH COMMUNICATlO~

D E 1)1.i I\ Ill) <; K 113 ilE

ENGL

MARC RE~SE SPACE

ENGLISH

P SYCIIOLOG Y

ROWEt~A. H SP ,\ltmf1WER

ANTHROPOLOGY

Ill STORY

WE'WY L:: E SP£' ARE

ENGL 1511

HI STOR Y

RO~IN TRACY SPPOULS

RUSSIAN STUDIES

JCRGE J TAYL OR

SPAN! SH

Pt--11 L OS UPl-tY

S ALL I E P. IIOf, CS TEt.F

SOCIOLOGY

ANTHROPULGY

.JCIIN STlJAR T THAL

ECONO'~ I CS

SPEEC H COMMUNlCAT IOt~

LUCILLE O TUKR ES

SPANISH

POP. TUGUE SE

RAFl E L HEQ ALnO VI GIL

POI.ITICAL SC I ENCE

PSYCHOLOGY

J/\NI CE K V ILL 4

PSYCHOLOGY

SOC l OLUGY

SAR A LUI S/\ VIVA NCO

SPiNl ~ H

PORTUG UE St::

TH ERES A CLAI RE WA GNEQ

SPEECII COMMUrH CATION

BUS C AOMIN SCIENCES

MII RV I N L UY O wEL BO fi N

SOCIOLOGY

t--11 STORY

UA VID JllllN WIIITE

POLITI CAL SC I ENCE

Ill STORY

CYNTHIA PATT EN WILLl~ G

ANTHROPO LOGY

SPA Nl~H

WIRT HENR Y Ill WILL S

ANTHROP OLO GY

Ill STORY

h "IY ·~ l LSUN

ANTHll OPOLOG Y

HIST OR Y

C~ROL LYNN ~IL SON

hi STORY

AMERICAN STUDIES

""'\
"'"'I

""'\

""'\

C PSYCH

""'\

'
1

.,
""'\

""'\

'
'

.....,

'
1

:-la

""'\

"'

1

;,J
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COlll:GI:- Of t.RTS AIJD SC:IENCES
B~CHELOR OF ARTS
MIN) R

MAJ OP

.......

OEOO~AH GAY WO~N

ENGL! SH

MUSIC

WILLIAM KARL WOOTEN

ENGL I SH

JOURNALISM

MARY WRICH

COMMUN DISORDERS

PSYCHOLOGY

"'I

SOCIOLOGY

'""

R 6NOY R/\Y

WR I CiHT

R[TTY JUi~E YOCHIM

.,

POL SC & ECON
PS YC H:JL OG Y

"'I
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE

MAJOR

l

M l'DR

VICTORlt A ISCHENBREHH~R

PS YCII

KATHLEEN J~NE ATE~CIO

BIOLOGY

PSYCIIIJLOr.Y

ROBERT DONALD BAKER

RlOLOGY

ANTHROPOLGY

MATTHEW !:u1'4AfW BAflBER

CHEMISTRY

MATHEMATICS

S TC V (: N r; LI A,{N Iii.fl. T

CHEM! STRY

MATIIEMATICS

Jt.MFS LYSLE BERTI-ANO

PHYS I CS

MATHFMAT lCS

WILLIAM C CARAIGAN

GEOLOGY

DISTRIBUTED MINOR

DIA~E T CISTILLO

PSYCHOLOGY

DIOLOGY

MA~Y

BIOLOGY

ENGll SH

PSYCHOLOGY

BIOLOGY

ISll)RO ANDY CORDOVA

BIOLOGY

CHEM 1STRY

OAL E R IT I\ UAWFORO

BIOLOGY

CHEMISTRY

JACKSON TYL ~~ DEMPSEY

eICLOC.Y

CltE:-1 ISTR Y

BIOLOGY

CIIEM1STRY

BIOLOGY

PhLEOECOLOGY

BIOLOGY

AIHll?OPOLGY

BIOLOGY

ANTHROPOLGY

FRANCES CHAVFZ

LINDA KREITZER CLARK

Dl:O~,\

A'l~I

!)IH ANT

.IL:>i::PH tNIUCU
or~1r:.:.it

rosrc~

MAMK KEVIN FRANKLIN

& CHEM

l

'

.,
1
l
""')

1
1
)

'
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~

0

'
)
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~

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE
MAJOR
IRIS NAOIN~ FPENKEL

PSYCHOLOGY

8 IOLOGY

OARBAR,\ J

BIOLOGY

SPANISII

THOMAS ALLEN GPOSSMAN

PSYCHOLOGY

BIOLOGY

CASSANDRA CLA rnE IIUDSON

114THEMHICS

GE"OLOGY

ROBERT K JEFFERSON

BIOLOGY

CIIEMI STRY

FP I Tl AUGUST JOHNSON

MATHEMAT (CS

GEPHAN

KURT EPIC KE~PCKE

PSYCHOLOGY

BIOLOGY

LCRNA G KI RtW

B I.OLOGY

CHEMISTRY

JOIIN P KLU:-IP

PSYCHCLOGY

BIOLOGY

NEAL .\USTIN Lt.FON

GEOLOGY

DISTPIBUTEO HINOR

MARI~ E LOl~u MIPE

BIOLOGY

CHEMISTRY

GLF.NN onUGLAS MACHIN

MATliEM.\T!CS

ELECTRICAL ENGR

JUDITH Alm "1ACIOLEK

MATHEMATICS

GER"1AN

LEOtlARD KE ITtt ~I\RTl.:~!= Z

PSYCHOLOGY

DISTRIBUTED MINO~

MI CHhEL J

81.0LOGY

CHEMISTRY

M(R I U:~ L AY 1101< R I SON

PSYCHOLOGY

R IOLOGY

MARK .Hl<;EPII OSTROHE~

G!:OLOGY

OISTRIRUTEO MINOR

MARIA CECELIA PACHECO

BIOLOGY

PSYCHOLtlGY

MF.CHELE L PAU\E R

BIOLOGY

MUSIC

JEFFREY wlLLIAM P~TTER

BIOL

DANIEL PATRICK REAGA~

PSYCHOLOGY

8 IOLOGY

PAMELA RF.E VcS

PSYCHOLOGY

CHEMISTRY

KARL STEPHE~ qJCKER

CHEMISTRY

GEOLOGY

ARTEMIS F.

BIOLOGY

CIIFMISTRY

BIOLOGY

CHEMISTRY

G.\STIAtl

MC~ AIJGHF.Y

STP ICllflPT Z

TG"I WILLIAM 'iWETNl\"1

.,

MI Nil R

f. ART

'""I

.,
.,
.,
1

'
1

·,
'
1

.,
.,

'

CHEMISTRY

1
1

;.....
~

'
1
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BACHELOR CF SCIENCE
MINOR

MAJOR
AMY TALKINGTON

.8 l.OL OGY

SPANISH

J [RR Y SUE THCI MP SON

PSYCHOLOGY

0 I OLOGY

TSO

Bl.OLOGY

PSYCIIOLOGY

R ICtlARO OF. N"II S VOLK,

BIOL CG Y

CIIEMISTRY

JON STACEY WEISBAU~

BIOLOGY

P SYCIIOLOGY

OEttORAH SUE W I RTlt

BIOLOGY

CHEMISTRY

Jllf,N MANlll'.L '{ F.fFOIIG

BIOL

DIA~E

~

£. CHE 11

ROBERT O .ANDER 'iON SCI-IDOL Of BUSINESS £. ADM SCI
BACl-iELOR OF BUSHIESS ADMINISTIUTION
MAJOR
,NTO"llO CASIMIRO ANAYA

MKTG MGT

DOUGLAS ALA~ AlAR

/ICC TG I CON CTN I

J O A"l N U 8 0',ff R S

MKTG MGT CCONCTNI

CHARlf.S E llURNltAM

GENL MGT

L l,rnA Arm

ACC TG I CONCTN I

B'JRNS

JA~r:s GILDFAT
I{

euTLER

ICIIARO JOS':PH CALANfl

ICCINCTNI

ICONCT"ll

/ICCTG ICONCTNI
~KTG ~GT

ICONCTNI

J,\~cc; l)RUCE CHAVcl

ACCTG cc mlCTN I

OOUf~Lfi'i Al. !l'l CI.CG'IORN

GEtlL MGT

FRArlCIS P COFHY,Jq

ACCTG IC ONCTN I

ttRUCE KELLEY DAVIS

ACCTG ICO NCT"l l

TOnD ST':wi\RO ELSTON

~KTG MGT

JA~ES HPNAtH>El

HUMAN PES MGT (CIJNCTN

JOAQUIN FER~ANO El,IV

MGT

TOO GRIGGS F~ANKLIN

l'GT

I CONCH! I

ICONCTN I

INFO SYS
lfffO SYS

ICONCTN I
I COIICTNI

~

:,i;;.,.

N

I

CAN01DATES

FOR

DEGREES.

,

PAGE
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1977 FALL

'""'I

SCHOOL OF OUSfNESS & A DM SCI
BACHELOR OF BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION

1'0UERT O.ANDERSON

0

'""'

MAJOR

ST!:VcN J FliEUEHlCK

HJMAN J;ES MGT

RAY FqA,~K G.\~C IA

GENL HGT

CCONCTNI

MMY P Glt.c;TRAP

GENL HGT

(CONCTN I

5 TEPII EN M GmlGOHA

GENL

,er

CCONCTNI

ROllERT D GCqM A"l

AC C TG I C ONC TN l

JQE WESLEY GR~~M[R

GENL MGT

ICON CTN I

iUGENE EUWAAO GRIEGO

GENL MGT

lCONCTNI

OAVIO LEE 11!\Ht-.1

FI.N MGT CCUNCTMI

DENIUS f.LAAK HATCH

ACCTG

F!>ArlCl'i rowt.~C HESLIN

MGT

flRllCE EOWI\R!) HUDSON

GENL ~GT

ICONCTN)

JA~ES CUKTIS JOHNSO~

MKTG MGT

ICONCTNI

MICll:.F.L K LI\NGLOIS

ACCTG I CONCHll

JEFFP E Y TIIO i~A S LONG

INTL ~GT

CCONCTNI

MICIIA!:L TOWL E ~: ANN

GENL HGT

CCONCTN)

LESLIE E ~AQSHt.ll

ACCTG CCONCT NI

IIOtlARO A MCJUEt.RV

ACCTG

µ I T A PAUL A '1U N l Z

ACCTG ICrJNCTN)

111\ROLU JAY LJLi,15TE.\O

HUMAN f<E S MG T ICONCTN

CAROL A PAVLtTICH

GENL MGT

ICONCTNI

CL l FFORU GENE

t-'ARKET f,

INT MG

MKTG MGT

ICONCTNI

M~RK

~~UCE ~EITEA
P f:MTf:li lA

KUINETH J

~

PHELPS

1

& MGT

ICONCTNI

11

'""\1

IF

1

RES MGT ICONCTN

E Crt/\Rll:NL '>CltOflO

GEN L MG T IC J NC TN I

---·

1

1

GENL MGT

.-

'""'
1

RO'.) ER lCK J SA 'IOUVAL

-

'""'

ICONCTNI

INFO SYS

1-UMAtJ

'""'

ICON CTN

ICONCTNI

--~

l

. ___ _._
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.-,

.'
CANOIOArc:s

F,JR

PA GE

l l

1977 F ALL

DEGR.EES ,

AUbERT O.ANDERSUN SCHUOL OF ROSINESS C ~OM SCI
OACIIELOR CF BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION

MAJOR
STEVEN VINC ENT SCOTT

,.,KTG t'GT

LAnRY STl:VEN Sl~MA

AC C TG I C ONC T NI

KAREN LYN S\.IY EPS

~UMAN RES MGT ICONCTN

JAMFS R VARGA

ACCTG IC CNCTN I

JAM ES LEE HEAVER

GENL MGT ICDNCTN J

CRA IG DA~YL WILLIA~$

GENL MGT

fCONCTN I

fCONCTNJ

CDLLEGF. OF EDUCATION
BACHELOR OF ARTS

IN EDUCATIO~

t'AJOR

S t :WPA ~I\L AS U'let.

ART ED
~A~OAq\ LE E ~LAIR
S [C EO
SARAI! JANE BROWM
SEC E 0
JUAN 1 l A BUST A~ II NT E
SPC ED
BA;l.UAIH A C4 S AUS
ART EO
ANYl UEN IN t CERVANTES
SPC ED
•~AR I E CIIII.\/~
src F.o
MAqlLYN J ESOU IBF.L
S PC ED
CYNTH IA LYNN CPAOY FOLTZ
41H ED
GFR hL C IIJ E M GA LL EGOS

5 l'C E fl

MhRY OE TH H~NfKER
SPC tO
S 11JARl 1\1.lFli HIIGIIES
SFC ED
MOU '"l':lHL fq JOHllSON
SfC: EO
II nc1 1cLLC J F:.:J J OIPJSO~
StC f!l
MiR IAN AklYSS JOPP
SPC EO
ttl:RV L MAP I F MOUNT
SPC f D

MIND R

CURR I 0

ART EDUCATION
COMMUN ARTS COMPOSITE

READING IN SEC SCHLS

SPANISH

BILINGUAL EDUCATION

SPECIAL EDUCAT IOM

ART EDUCATION

ART EDUC AT ION
SPECIAL EDUCATION
TESOL

SPANISH

SPECIAL EDUCATION

SPANIS H

ART ECUCAT IOIJ
SPECIAL EDUC/\TION

RECRFAT IOJJ

SPEC I Al EDUC AT ION

PSYCHOLOGY

TES OL

SPAr~ I SIi

COMHUN ... RTS CO'IPOS I TE

READ ING IN

ENf.LI Stt

RfAOING I N SEC SCHLS

SP EC: I .\L FOlJC AT ION

PSYC ll'lLOGY

SP EC IAL EOUCAT I U~

:~

P SYCIIULOG Y

~

sec

SCIILS

'

CANDIDATES
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I
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DEG REES, 1977 FALL

I
COLLEGE OF EOUCATfON ~
BACHELOR OF ARTS IN EDUCAT fON
MAJOR
LCU IS E ~IUEL U: k

SPECIAL EDUC ATlON

SE:~AF IN kllBF.N PADILLA
SPC FC
Arne PILL
SEC ED
REtl ECCA RUfH REEB
ART f 0
klLLIA~ hAY~O~D ~OBINSON
src EC
RITA ELENA RU l l
SPC Et>
JCAN~ E CLAP.!: SH[A
SEC ED
WILLIAMS STOTTS,JR
SEC EC
RO~IN MARTHA ~ILL ETT
SP C ED

SP EC I AL FDUC I\ T fON

src eo

TESOL

'"\

MIND R

CIJ~ R I C

'

ART EDUC AT I ON

"''
ENGL I Sli

"

ART EOIJCATIOM

SPANISH

BUSINESS EDJCAT I ON

SPECIAL F.OUCATION

PSYCHOLOGY

ENGL! SH

LIBRARY SCIENCE

ENGLISH

TH EATR E

SPECIAL ED UCA TION

PSYCHOLOG Y

"'"\

"'"\

.......

AR.rs

"'"\

1

BACHELOR OF ARTS IN ~ECREATION
MAJOP.
JUD ITH HN AP

PL E'G AT E

M lNO R

CURR IC

1

RECPEATION

RECREA

OON~A J EAN ARMIJO
R fCRE A
JI\CO UELINE KAY BLOTH
~ECll. E ..
JCtlt~ F DA'iNA
P EC~E fl
PATTI K 01:.ROUHI
RE CRE ~

\

f1ECREATI GN
RECREATIOM

1
RECll EAT !OM

1

RECREt.TIOI~

l W'lHAS f. D lllK INS

F.ECREAT I ON

;'.l{' CRE A
0 ~ !: ~, 0 A JO 'I' CE NU SS BA• J ~
~ !:C P E . .
ORU CE ALAN PA RS ON S

RECR E AT I Oil

\
P SYCHOLOGY

1

f<ECRFATION

A.lCRFA
Ot, VIO S P.U'l'rlALIO
RECREA
JM~ \.I SUUTt-'

k f.CAE A
NMI CY C i~.\TFO KD
RECRE A

REC!lf.AT I ON

1

I

RECREAT IUN

1

KECRFAT I GN

I

.~

en

"
1

'
CAfJO(CATES

FOR

DEGREES,

1 9 11

PA GE

1 :J

FALL

BACHELOR

OF

SCIENCE IN ED UCATION

MAJOR
DINAH LYNN N ANDERSON
EL ED
HOSKIE I:. ORYANT

,

MINJ R

CUR.RIC

ELEMENT/\RY EOUC ATION

ART EDUCATION

cLEMENTAMY EDUCATION

BILINGUAL EDUCATION

ELEMENTARY EDUCATION

BILINGUAL EDUCATION

ELEMENTARY EOUCATIGN

RECREATION

ELEMF~TARY EOUCAT I ON

ART FOUCATllJN

HEMEMTARY EDUCATION

EAR LY CH ILDH OOD cO

ELEMENTARY EDUCAT ION

PSYCHOLOGY

cLEMENTARY ECUCAT IUN

BILINGUAL EDUCATIDrl

ELEM~NTARY EDUCATION

BIOLOGY

ELEMENTARY ECUCATlON

!:APLY CIULOHOOD ED

F.L F.O

MANY MURRAY CAMPUELL
SEC ED
PR I SC ILL A CM-I D(Lt.R I A
FL '.:0
SAMUEL AU~ELIO CANDELARIA
f:L ED

ANNETTE C CASTILLO
f:L ED

MARILYt, CuLLlNS
El !:O

IIER~.\N P,'\UL JR COSTA
EL ED
I P.EME DELVALLE
f:L ED
JA~E S ~ERNARO DEVENS
EI. l.:D
8 ET TY J D I xm1

EL ED
C~LESTE DAW~ CUNAWAY
El ED
Jh~ ES COUGLAS DUNC,\N

ELEMENT AllY E CUCA T JUN
ELEMENTA~Y EDUCATION

El ED

BAR~A~A JO EDW~ROS
FL ED
CYNTHIA A Er.ENES

ELEMENTA RY EDUCATION

BILINGUAL EDUCATION

ELEMENTARY EC UCATION

BILINGUAL EDUCATION

ELEMENTARY EDUCATION

PSYCHOLOGY

ELEMENTARY EDUCATION

SPEC I AL EDUC AT ION

ELEMENTA~Y EDUCATION

EARLY CHILDHOOD EO

ELEMfNTAtW EDUCATION

ART EDUCATION

ELEMENTARY EDUCATION

RECREATION

GUTIEfiREZ

ELEMFNT.'\RY EDUCATION

BILINGUAL EDUCATION

K.\THL EE M .'\t.N lltVEY

ELEl"Et!TAHY EDUCATION

EIIRL Y CIIILDHOOU ED

ELE MF NT ARY E DUCA Tl ON

BILINGUAL EOUC.\TJOI~

ELE~ENTARY EnUCATICN

OILINGUAL EDUCATION

ELEM ENHR Y EDUC ATION

SC IENCE COMPOSITE

EL ED

JANNA CIAN~ FENDLEY
E I. 1:0

GLORIA URT IL GA~A LDON
'.: L ED

SLSAN

M

GALLINARO

El ED

HfNllY FRANK GCNZA LES
EL ED
L I'I CA AtlN f,R 1 FF I Tit
El. ED

ALICIA
EL

rn

M

EL ED

Cl-ESTER L HENRY
[L ED

GENE VI EVE JAN JACKSON
EL EO

JO SEPH IN E B JClltiSON
EL ED

~

:~

::::.

PA GE

CA!-JDICATES

Faq

DEGREES,

1 4

1 977 FALL

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN EDUCATION
MAJOR
LY"IN CRfJIIICAN JON ES
L l=D
OAR8AqA R. KtKYTE

CJR fl IC

MINOR

tLEMENTARY EDUCA TI ON

ART

ELEMENTARY EDUCUJON

EARLY CHILOIIOUD FD

ELEMENTARY EDUCAT ION

EI\RLY CII ILOltOOO En

REMHJT A~Y EDUCATION

EARL V Cltl LOHOUD ED

l:LEMENTARY EDUCATION

BILINGUAL EOUCAT ION

ELEMENTARY ECUCATION

ENGLIS II

ELEMF.NTARY E'OUCATION

Es\RL Y Ct-H LDHOOO ED

ELEMENTARY EDUCAT ION

EARLY CHILDIIOOD ED

BUSINESS EDUCATION

HOME ECONOMICS

Elf::ME"ITARY EDUCATION

EARL Y CIHLOHU::JO ED

ELEMENTARY EDUCATION

tltLINGUAL EOUCATIO~

ELEMENTARY EDUCATION

LIBRARY SCIENCE

ELEMENTARY EClJCATIDN

ART EDUCATION

ELEMF.NTARY EDUCA TION

EARLY CH ILDHOOD ED

ELEMENTAPY EDUCATION

BILINGUAL EDUCATIO~

ELEMENTARY EDUCATION

AkT EDUC AT tnN .

f::LE~ENTARY EDUCATION

UILINGUAL EDUCATION

ELEMENTARY EOUCA TION

EARLY CHJL CHOOO ED

l!U S i NI: S S EOIJ r. AT I ON

POLITICAL SC IENCE

ELEMEIHAPY EDUCAT ION

ART EDUCATION

E:LEMEIHAI\Y FDUCATIOtl

EARLY CHIL CII OOO ED

f

EL ED

MARY MARGARET LOUIS
EI. E'>
KA TIIE PINE f-1A ,H HIS UN

'"'I

-...

cl ED

DtRLrnE R MARTIN E
EL ED
LISA ~A~IE MILL(~
EL EO
EV~ MAfll[ MITCHELL
l:L F.O
MAaGARJTA MARY ORTEGA
EL ED
LL\RJ1AIH, L S~NC HEZ PADILLA
S f::C F.O
LLCI E M Pt.GE

,.....
......,

EL ED

DELLA PINO
EL ED
ANITA HOLLY P!SARRA
EL F.O
PAULA~ RAS~USSEN
EL ED
AEnl:CCA ANN RAY
F.L FO
OUROTHY F ROMERO

-...
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BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN HOME ECONOMICS
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MICHA EL l
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LAWRENCE CL IF F<lPO SANCHEZ
DOUGLAS RAY SEEMAN
J OH~l ANOH[~
KURT

M

$!= GOTTA

WAGEt~E R

BAC HELOR OF SC I ENCE IN CHEMICAL ENG IN EER ING
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flEMEIH/IRY EDUCA TJON
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LATIN A"1ERICAN STUO I E

ROGG IO
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PSYCIIOLOGY
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GUIDANCE

OfTH H BREmlE P

ELEMENTAPY EDUCA TI ON

MARY ElllAB':Tll BROWN

GUI OM~CE

MICHAEL ALLAN BROWN

Rl:CRF.ATI ON

HNET LEE BllC Y

QJICANCE

BALOWIN GWYNNE BURR,JR

ART EDUCA TION

FllSEC cr.s ILLf>S

LATIN AM ER ICAN STUOIE
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ELEMENTARY ECUCATIC)N
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ELEMENTARY ECUCATION
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KAIS L LACKEY
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TH£ UNIVERSITY OF' NEW MEXICO

DATE:

TC11

All Members

r~DMI

John N. Dur

SUIJtCT1

September 19, 1977

University Faculty

ents to Faculty Constitution Relative to
Proposed Am
Preferential. Balloting

References to preferential balloting appear twice in the Faculty
Constitution: the first relates to the election of members of
the Faculty Senate (Art. I, Sec. 6(c) '(iv)), the second to the
election of the Academic Freedom and Tenure Committee (Art. I,
Sec. 7 (b)) •
Over the years there has been widespread, serious, and increasing
criticism from our faculty members concerning the device of
P7efer 7ntial balloting. As the faculty has increased in size and
diversity, fewer people are known by any but one's immediate
colleagues, and the preferential ballot, where every nam~ on the
ballot must be assigned a preferential number, becomes meaningless
~nd unfair, to say nothing of the time-consuming process of tallyl.llg the results. A case in point is last year's election of
:enators-at-Large, where there were thirty-seven nominees on the
t allot, with twenty to be elected. Many faculty members refused
0 submit their ballots at all; others. simply went down the
alphabetical list, assigning numbers in the same order; and a
relatively l~rge percentage numbered only 20 names, thus rendering
the ballots invalid.
I .would like to propose-and the Academic Freedom and Tenure comDli ttee concurs with reference to the annual election of its own

:emb7r~--that we dispense with the system of preferential balloting.
i!eci.fi.cally, in Article I, sec. G(c) (iv), the first sentence \t.UUld
S amended to read:
"Elections of all members of the Faculty
den~te shall be held biennially in the spring semester of the acab~c Year, and shall be conducted by p~e~efeR~ia± sa±±e~~R~ secret
~ - Balloting by the voting Faculty for those members of the
acul ~ Senate to be elected at large shall be o:>nducted by mail· • • • "

s· .

.

an~larly, Article I, Sec. 7(b), referring to the Aca~emi7 Freedom
he Tenure Cammi ttee would be amended to read: "Nominations shall
El Illade from the fl.o~r at the February meeting of the Faculty.
Se~~tion Shall be by a mail p!!e~e!.'eH~fa± ballot, distrib1:1ted by the
b · etary soon after the nomination meeting and accompanied by
p~graphical sketches of the nominees, to all members of the Voting
th~Ulty."
(NOTE:
If this Constitutional change is .confirmed by
Sect~aculty in February, a similar change would be in order for
lOn 21 (c) of the Academic Freedom and Tenure Policy.)

~ the case
~ Voting.

of each election, the ballot would include instructions
For example, if ten persons were to be elected from

~epcemoer L~, L9 77
Page 2
(

a group of twenty-five nominees, the instructions would call for
placing a check mark beside the name of each person favored by
the voter up to a total of ten. Those elected would be the ones
receiving the highest number of votes.
As with all amendments to the Constitution, there must be presentation at two faculty meetings, so this proposal is being made
now for final _a ction at the February meeting.
JND/bm
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ft THE UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO
DATE:

February 9, 1978

All Members of the University Faculty
Anne ~ Acting University Secretary
Repla;em~ on Academic Freedom and Tenure Committee
Neosha Mackey, an alternate member of the Academic Freedom and
Tenure Committee, resigned from the University in December 1977.
Mack Homestead, who received the next highest vote in the spring
election, has been asked to serve as an alternate on the Commit
The Faculty is now asked to ratify this appointment.

AJB/bl
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ft THE UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO
DATE:

December 23, 1977

To:

Flow:
SU111cr:

Additio a

Suggested Change in Faculty Constitution

A "last hurrah" suggestion! Since we' re already planning to
propose several Faculty Constitutional amendments for the
February faculty meeting, I'd like you to think about another
one.
The last sentence of Article I, Sec. 3 (b) now reads: "The
Voting Faculty shall elect a Vice-Chairman for one year, and a
S7cretary for three years, 11 and has so read since the Cons ti tut1~n was originally approved in 1949. I would propose changing
this to read:
"The Voting Faculty shall elect a Vice-Chairman
for one year. The Secretary of the University shall serve as
Secretary of the Facul.ty. 11 •
I have been re-elected to successive terms since 1952, and apart
from the fact that no regular teaching member of the facultr .
would want or have the time to serve, this is really an administrative function.
r also consider it extremely valuable, in
terms of coordination, for the same person--as is now the case-to serve as Secretary of the Regents, Secretary of the Faculty,
and.Secretary of the Faculty Senate. Relative to th~ latter,
Article I, Sec. 6(d) of the Constitution concludes with the
Phrase, "provided that the Secretary of the University shall
serve i;S Secretary of the Senate. 11 I would also call your.
attention to Article r sec 3 (d) which says that the Comrni ttee
Of F'ive shall "prepare,' in conjunction
•
f
with the Secretary_ Q....
11
~ University, the agenda of faculty meetings, so it would
seem consistent with this thinking to make it clear throughout
the document that the Secretary of the Faculty is indeed the
Secretary of the University.
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THE UNIVERSITY CF' NEW MEXICO

DATE:

a:

1
5 October 1977

John N. Durrie , Secretary of the University

YRDM:

John R. Green, Chairman, AF&T Committee ~

SUBJECT:

Changes in Tenure Policy

The Committee on Acadenic Freedom and Tenure requests that yo u place
the following changes in Section 15 of the Policy on Academic Freedom
~d Tenure on the agenda for consideration by the University Faculty
at its next meeting.
Section 15 . ( first paragraph unchanged)
.
(a ) A5 - tAe-fae~±ty-memeepis- Pe~~est, - tAe - ffiatteP - ffia~ - ee - s~e~~tte - te
tfifePme±- ae~~etffieRt-as-~Pe¥~eea- ~B - geet~eR - g, - ;ePe§e ~Rg T If the faculty
member desires that an informal adjustment be attempted, t he President
shall call a panel of three members of the Faculty Ethics and Advisory
Committee, chosen by the Committee, to investigate the allegations .
The panel shall privately consult with all pa r tie s concerned and shall
proc~ed informally to resolve· the issue If possible to the satisfaction
of tne parties concerned.
(b) (no change)
~ . (c) The faculty member shall then be entitled to the procedure for
a.dJudication set forth in Sections ±±,-:1:~,-aRe- :l:3 12, 13, and 14,
foregoing, except that

(1) the non-tenure faculty member shall be responsible for
stating the grounds on which he bases his allegations;
(ii) the no rmal order of proof established in Section±± 11_
(b)(iv) shall be adjusted accordingly; and
(iii) tAe-beHUHfttee- saa±±-PeeeFA1neRe-a- PevePea:l:-ef-tAe-tePffi~R~t~eR
the Committ ee shall reach a decision that the termination
be reversed only if it is shown that improper considerations
clearly affected the decision not to retain R~ffi the faculty
member.
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ft THE UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO
DATE:

December 6, 1977

John N. Durrie, Secretary of the University
John R. Green, Chairman, AF&T
Revision of Section 21
The Committee on Academic Freedom and Tenure recommends the
following revision of Section 21 of the Policy on Academic
Freedom and Tenure for action by the Faculty at its next
meeting. It is the intention of the committee that the footnote either be printed for one year only or that it be made
part of the minutes of the faculty meeting and not be printed
at all.
Section 21.
(a)

(b)

Comrnittee on Academic Freedom and Tenure

Compositon of Committee.
(i)
The Faculty Committee on Academic Freedom and
Tenure shall consist of a~ae-fe~a±ar-ffleMBer
aaa-£~y~-a±~efaa~ee thirteen members, all of
whom shall be members of the Voting Faculty
with tenure (or whose decision date has passed
without adverse notification). For the purpose
of this section, members of the Voting Faculty
shall include neither departmental chairmen
nor others designated as ex officio m~mbers of
the Voting Faculty in Article I, Section l(b)
of the Faculty Constitution.
(ii)
Not more than one member of any department shall
serve as a fe~a±a~ member ef-aH-a±~e~aa eon the
Committee at the same time.
(iii)
(no change)
(iv)
A quorum shall consist of f~Ye seven members.
Nominations. Nominations of at least 14 persons
shall be made from the floor at the February
faculty meeting.

(c)

.
h 11 be by a mail ballot,
Election. Elections a.
kt h
of the nom·nees,
. db b'10 ra hical s e c esfter the nominaaccom anie
distributed by the Secret~ry so~~~: ~a~hiea!-~ke~ehe
tion meeting aaa-aeeeffl~aa~ea-ey f-t~e voting Faculty
e£-~he-Heffl~Hees to all memb~rs O ·
s u to a maxiwho shall then indicate their choi~~ of seven in oddmum of six in even numbered .ears in even numbered
. .
n urnb ere d ears. . The six
. nominees
dd-nurobered ears rece1v1n
or the seven nominees in°
h 11 become members of
the hi hest number of votes st:rm cornmencin at the
the Committee for a.two- ea~ llowin election. The
start of the academic ear 0
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rema i n i ng nominees shall be called on to serve, in
orde r o f t h e votes they have received, as replacement~ to complete the terms of any members of the
Committee who shall resign from the committee
during the a~ademic year following the election.*
Re~YlaE Committee members aR~-•• ~&~~-~Q~ should be
el~cte~ ~ecause of their known independence and
obJec~ivity ':1nd becau~e they can be expected to
exercise an informed Judgment concerning the teaching
and research qualifications of other faculty members.
{d)

Term 7 The term of service shall be two years. No
ColllIIll.ttee member shall serve more than two consecutive
two-year terms.
{i) ~ae-ee~-ef-eerv~ee-eaa±±-se-ewe-yeare-£er-!!'e!~±ar
€efflffl~e~ee-fflelf!Bere-aaa-eae-year-fer-a±eeraaeee.
Ne-re~tt±ar-€elfflftieeee-ffleH1Ber-eaa±±-eerve-fflere-eaaa
ewe-eeaeeetteive-ewe-year-eerJRe.--Preeea~-ffleB\Ber
e£-~ae-€efflffli~~ee-eaa±i-eerve-tta~i±-~aeir-~e~~
eH~~re.--~ae-eerm-e£-eerv~ee-eaal±-eefflffleaee-a~
{ii)

eae-eeare-ef-eae-aeaae~e-year-fellew~a,-eiee~!i:ea.
~erme-ef-re~±ar-€efflfflieeee-ffleH1Bere-eaai±-ee
eea~~erea7 -wfea-f~ve-re!tt±ar-meH1Bere-sei~-e!ee~e a
~a-evea-a\:llftBerea-yeare-aaa-fettr-re!tt±ar-me!ftBere
aefa~-e±ee~ea-fa-eaa-attfflBerea-yeare.

{e)

Duties.

{no change)

{f)

Re~tt±ar-Memeere. ~ae-a~ae-re!tt±ar-ffleH1Bere-e£-~Re
€elf!Hl~eeee-eaa±!-eeaee~eaee-eae-vee~a,-fflefflBereai~-ef - ese
€efflffl~~~ee. Hearing Panels. Cases broug~t ~efore the
Conunittee shall be heard by a panel consisting o f not
less than five members of the Conunittee that i s selected
by the Chairperson with the approval of the Committee
as a whole. A regct±ar member of the ~ommittee shall
aeweverr-a~e~tta!~£y-sfmeelf-freffl-Re~r%R!e-eefere:~se
ee~e~ee be disqualified from serving on a hearin g
panel when the member:

*At_the meeting of February, 1979, a ballot of at leas t ~6
nonu.nations shall be made from the floor. The seven nominee s
receiving the highest number of votes shall become members o f
the Committee for a two-year term conunencing at the s~art of the
1979-1980 academic year. The nominee with the next highest n umber
of votes together with the five holdover members from 1978 -7 9
!hall serve as Committee members with terms of one year ~nly .
"-epla
ernb
pt for the fi ve holdcement and advancement of m
ers, exce
.
over members, shall be according to the ranking in the balloting .
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(i)
(ii)_
(iii)
(iv)

he i~ directly involved in the matter being
considered;
ae ~ol~s fef-e 7±~eves-he-he±as~ a biased or
preJudiced position ia-~he-pfespee~ive-heafiR~
on the matter; or
h 7 is otherwise incapable of serving (i.e.,
sickness, sabbatical leave, etc.), or if

~ae-ee~i~~ee-is-eeasiaefia~-a-ma~~ef-aifee~±Y
%8Ve±V%8~ the matter involves directly a departmental colleague.

If any of the principals in a matter to be heard by the
Committee believe that one or more members of the Committee
should be disqualified under the provisions (i) through (iv),
a re<!':1est for reconsideration may be made to the full corrnnittee.
The ~inal decision in selecting the panel shall lie with the
Committee.
(g)
A±eefftaees. NOTE: Since there are no alternate
members of the Committee, the present (g) shall be deleted
and (h) shall become ( g) •
Ad Hoc Hearing Committee. If by reason of disqualifi. (g)
cations of fe~±af committee members aaa-a±€efaa~ee under
subsection (f) above, the number of feEJftt±af Committee members
aAa-a±~efftaeee remaining to hear the particular matter falls
below five, the Faculty committee on Academic Freedom and
Tenure shall be disqualified from hearing the matter. In that
event the Pe±iey-€effl1ftieeee Executive committee of the F~culty
&enate shall draw by lot a ftiae five-member ad hoc hearing
committee composed of tenured faculty members whe-~ttali£y-ttaaef
~~e-pfevisiefte-e£-~hie-seeeiea-aaa who afe-ae€ would not ~e
disqualified ey-feaeea-e£ under the provisions of subsection
(f) above.
Section 7(b) of the constitution must then be revised to read:
Co

. (b)
The membership of the Academic Freedom and T~nure
~ittee shall be composed and elected as follows: N%fte
~irteen fe~±af members aaa-£ive-a±€efaa€ee, all of whom shall
de ~embers of the Voting Faculty with tenure (or whose tenure
ecision date has passed without adverse notification)· Not
:~re than one member of any department shall serve as . a ~e~!af
rnber e~-aft-a±eefaaee on the Corrnnittee at the same time. '!::_
1east
f
.
.
d f om the floor at the
~
ourteen nominations shall be ma e r
.1
b: ruary meeting of the Faculty. Elections shall be by_a mai
d.llo~, accompanied by biographical sketches of.the . nominee~,
aistributed by the Secretary soon after the nominat~on meeting
m:~aeeem~aftiea-ay-aie~fa~hiea±-e*e€ehee-e£-~~e-~effl%ftee: ~o all
ers of the Voting Faculty who shall then indicate t eir

Dece
Page
choices up to a maximum of six in even-numbered years or of
seven in odd-numbered years. The six nominees in even-numbered
years or the seven nominees in odd-numbered years receiving
the highest number of votes shall become members of the Conunit tee
for a two-year term commencing at the start of the academic
year following election. ~e-~eflft-ef-ee~v~ee-eaa±±-ee-~we-yea~e
£e~-~e~±af-98HUR~~~ee-memeefe-aaa-eae-yeaf-~ef-a±~efaa~ee.

The remaining nominees shall be called on to serve, in order
of the votes they have received, as replacements to complete
the terms of any members of the Cornmittee who shall resign
from the Committee during the academic year following the
election. No ~ega~a~ Committee member shall serve more than
two consecutive two-year terms. Chairperson elected by Committee .
For a complete statement of the composition, functions, and
duties of the Committee on Academic Freedom and Tenure, see
Section 21 of the Policy on Academic Freedom and Tenure.
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II THE UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO

a,~. .

DATE:

February 16, 1978

All Members of the University Faculty
Anne J. Bro

~

.i.ng university Secretary

. Additional I em for Faculty Meeting
The attached "Revision of Section 6 of the Sabbatical Leave
Policy 11 will be discussed at the February 21 Faculty meeting.
Please bring these materials to the meeting.

AJB/bl
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THE UNIVERSITY CJF NEW MEXICO

DATE:

16 February 197 8

Anne Brown, University Secretary
;.J~:

John R. Green, Chairman, Committee on Academic Freedom and T e n ~

:.eJrcr: Revision of Section 6 of the Sabbatical Leave Policy
The Committee on Academic Freedom and Tenure wishes to place the following proposed revision of Section 6 of the Sabbatical Leav Pol cy
before the Faculty at its meeting of 21 February 1978 as new us·n ss.
Because of the importance of the matter, the Committee does not ask h
the Faculty approve the revision but that the matter be referred to th
Faculty Senate for action at its next meeting .
Sabbatical Leave
. ~. It will be necessary for the administration to place a practica 1
limit on the number of sabbaticals granted in any one
artm n * or
~Y one semester or academic year 1 • It is recognized that
(a) the overall educational objectives of th~ department* mus
be adversely affected;
(b) numerical criteria should relate to the number of budge
FTE faculty members in a department*, exclusive oft mporary
part-time faculty FTE.
(c) that special criteria should be established for depar
with seven (7) or fewer total faculty FTE.
With these considerations in mind, the following guidel nes are
~ablished:
(i) Normally the number of concurrent sabbatical_L~ave in any
department* shall be limited in proportion to its budget d
FTE faculty as follows:
1 sabbatical leave
1 - 10.99 budgeted FTE
2 sabbatical leaves
11 - 20.99 budgeted FTE
3 sabbatical eaves
21 - 30.99 budgeted FTE
-n-sab b a ITcal leaves
31 and over budv.eted FTE
Lii) The number of concurrent sabbatic~l lea~es in anl._~eE(r}m~ t
ma be held below the maxirra erm1tted in ara ra

with seven 7 or fewer faculty ted sa
abb~t.
a 1ca 1
ran
o f the departments·* may b e ,

*or
~departmentalized
schools or colleges.

